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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
UNIVAR, INC., a Delaware corporation
Plaintiff,
Vs.

Civil Action No. _________

RICHARD J. GEISENBERGER, in his capacity as
the Secretary of Finance for the State of Delaware;
BRENDA R. MAYRACK, in her capacity as the
State Escheator of the State of Delaware and
MICHELLE M. SULLIVAN, in her capacity as the
Assistant Director for the Department of Finance for
the State of Delaware,
Defendants.

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Univar, Inc. ("Univar" or "Plaintiff') brings this action for declaratory judgment and
injunctive relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-02 and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. In support of its claims,
Plaintiff would respectfully show the following:
NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING
1.

Univar seeks a declaration that the State of Delaware, through its agent and

auditor, Kelmar Associates, LLC ("Kelmar"), has subjected, and continues to subject, Univar to
an unclaimed property audit (“Audit”) under 12 Del. C. § 1171 et seq. that (1) infringes on
Univar' right under the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures; (2) deprives Univar of its substantive due process rights
under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution; (3) deprives Univar of its
procedural due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution; (4) has subjected Univar to an unconstitutional taking of private property for public
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use without just compensation; and (5) has violated Univar’s Fourteenth Amendment right to
equal protection of the laws.
2.

Univar also seeks a declaration that Delaware's retroactive application of 12 Del.

C. § 1176, as amended in July of 2010 and again on February 2, 2017, to allow the State
Escheator to estimate a holder's liability when the holder has failed to maintain adequate records
when Delaware law did not require the holder to maintain records during the period covered by
the audit, is a violation of the Constitution 's Ex Post Facto and Due Process Clauses. See U.S.
Const. art. I §10, Amend. V, Amend. IV, Amend. XIV
3.

Univar also seeks a declaration that the estimation methodology codified in

Section 2.18 of 12 DE Admin. Code § 104 also violates the Due Process Clause because the
estimation methodology is not based on the holder’s actual unclaimed property records as
required by Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S. 674 (1965) and leads to significantly misleading
results.
4.

Univar also seeks a declaration that Delaware’s use of Kelmar in a multistate

audit, where Kelmar simultaneously represents multiple states in an unclaimed property audit of
the same audit subject, constitutes a violation of the Due Process clause of the Constitution
because it not only exposes the confidential and proprietary records of a holder of unclaimed
property to public inspection due to the conflicting public records laws of the multiple
participating states but also violates the unclaimed property laws of the participating states as
they apply to the confidentiality of unclaimed property records produced during an examination.
5.

Univar also seeks a declaration that Delaware’s contingent-fee compensation

arrangement with Kelmar constitutes a violation of Univar’s due process rights because Kelmar
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is the real party in interest that selects the audit subjects and performs all legally significant audit
tasks and assessments, which results in Univar submitting a dispute to a self-interested party.
6.

Lastly, Univar seeks a temporary and permanent injunction, enjoining the

Delaware Defendants and Kelmar from further violating its constitutional rights.
THE PARTIES
7.

Univar is a public corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware,

with its principal place of business in Downers Grove, Illinois. Univar was formed as a Delaware
corporation on November 11, 1974.
8.

Richard J. Geisenberger is the Delaware Secretary of Finance, located at Carvel

State Office Building, 820 North French Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
10.

Brenda R. Mayrack is the Delaware State Escheator, and is located at Carvel State

Office Building, 820 North French Street, Wilmington, Delaware. Delaware's unclaimed
property law provides that "[t]here shall be an Escheator of the State, who shall be the Secretary
of Finance or the Secretary's delegate. The administration and enforcement of [Delaware's
unclaimed property laws] are vested in the Secretary of Finance or the Secretary's delegate." See
12 Del. C. § 1102.
11.

Michelle M. (Whitaker) Sullivan is the Assistant Director for the Department of

Finance and reports directly to, and is under the direction of, the State Escheator.
12.

Richard J. Geisenberger, Brenda R. Mayrack, and Michelle M. (Whitaker)

Sullivan are collectively referred to herein as "Delaware" or "Delaware Defendants," and they
can each be served with process via Matthew Denn, Esquire, Attorney General of the State of
Delaware, Delaware Department of Justice, Carvel State Office Building., 820 North French
Street, 6th Floor, Wilmington, Delaware 19801.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
13.

This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, as this case presents claims

that arise under the laws and Constitution of the United States.
14.

Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139l(b)(l) and (2) because four

Defendants reside in the district and a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims at
issue occurred in this district.
15.

This Court has the authority to enter a declaratory judgment and award injunctive

relief under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-02.
STANDING AND RIPENESS
16.

Univar has standing under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and its claims are ripe under the legal

standards set forth in Plains All American Pipeline, L.P. v. Cook, 866 F.3d 534 (3rd Cir. 2017).
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
Overview
17.

Over the past several years, the State of Delaware, along with its agent and

auditor, Kelmar, which is retained by the State of Delaware on a contingent fee basis, has
transformed Delaware's Abandoned and Unclaimed Property Law, 12 Del. C. § 1130 et seq.
("DUPL"), from a statute originally designed to protect property holders by transferring actual
unclaimed property to the State to be held in trust for the benefit of the actual owner, to a statute
that mainly serves to provide a source of revenue for the state. Rather than focus on specific,
identifiable property that has not been claimed by its actual owners, Defendants instead require
large companies, like Univar, to submit to wide-ranging, lengthy Audits going back at least 27
years in the past.1 In these Audits, Kelmar first determines the size of the target company to

1

Plaintiff notes that Delaware amended the DUPL as of February 2, 2017 such that the look-back period applicable
to Notices of Examinations issued by Delaware after February 2, 2017 is 10 years plus the applicable dormancy
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determine how much revenue it may be able to collect, and second, goes back as many years as
possible in time to try to recover what it can because it is paid a contingent fee based on the size
of the recovery.
18.

Delaware Defendants and Kelmar require audited companies to submit to audits

going back at least 27 years, and if those companies do not have records supporting their
unclaimed property reports for all those years - records they were never required to keep by law
or otherwise - Defendants use an arbitrary estimation methodology to determine the amount of
unclaimed property they guess, but do not know, those companies may have had during the audit
period.
19.

These estimations are not tied to actual property - they are pure guesses and

speculations. Defendants do not seek to have Univar or other holders turn over specific property
for which no owner is known or no address is known; rather, Defendants seek to have them
simply pay an arbitrary amount they speculate might be owed if the unknown information was in
fact known.2
20.

The practice by Defendants, and their for-profit collection agent, Kelmar, is a

practice that has been addressed and strongly criticized by some commentators.
As a preferred state of incorporation, Delaware is particularly
active in pursuing unclaimed property audits. Moreover, unlike
some states, Delaware deposits all unclaimed property collections
directly into the state's general fund. According to the Delaware
Fiscal Notebook, the state's unclaimed property collections rose
from $106 million in 1998 to $493 million in 2010. In fact,
unclaimed property assessments are the third largest source of
revenue for the state, accounting for approximately 15% of total
revenue-more than the state lottery, and more than corporate

period. Univar received its Notice of Examination on December 11, 2015 and is therefore subject to the DUPL in
effect on December 11, 2015.
2
Delaware codified Kelmar’s estimation formula in its unclaimed property regulations effective as of October 11,
2017.
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income taxes, cigarette taxes, alcoholic beverage taxes, and
inheritance taxes combined.
***
In a 2010 working paper, the Washington Legal Foundation issued
a warning to businesses incorporated in Delaware, stating: "[T]he
Delaware Division of Revenue ... is a tough adversary and auditor
of companies' unclaimed property liabilities, as evidenced by
penalties and interest that often equal up to 75 percent of an
unclaimed property assessment. The Division is also creative at
identifying other items that it contends are unclaimed 'property.'
Because Delaware provides no statute of limitations defense for a
holder that has not filed Delaware unclaimed property reports, the
Division's unclaimed property audits routinely cover all years back
to 1981 (the year Delaware enacted its unclaimed property statute),
or to the year the holder was incorporated or organized in
Delaware if more recent."
Chris Hopkins & Matthew Hedstrom, Unclaimed Property Laws: Custodial Safekeeping or
Disguised Tax?, 21 JOURNAL OF MULTISTATE TAXATION AND INCENTIVES 9
(January 2012).
21.

On December 11, 2015, Defendants notified Univar that Univar is the subject of

an unclaimed property Audit to be conducted by Kelmar. Kelmar sent Univar initial requests for
production of documents - a procedure that is unauthorized and unconstitutional - and Univar
promptly objected in writing to these requests, due to the lack of state law protections for the
confidentiality of its records, to Kelmar’s self-interest in the audit, to the estimation process, and
to various other aspects of the Audit process. Defendants have rejected and/or ignored all of
Univar's objections.
22.

Over the course of the next two and one-half years, Univar continued to raise its

objections to Delaware and Kelmar in writing. Defendants continued to reject and/or ignore all
of Univar’s objections.
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23.

Instead of addressing Univar’s written objections, on October 30, 2018, under a

provision of the DUPL that was enacted on February 2, 2017, the Delaware Defendants issued a
subpoena for records of Univar pursuant to Kelmar’s standard initial information request (the
“Subpoena”). See 12 Del. C. § 1171(3).
24. Univar contends that the document requests issued by Kelmar in connection with the
Audit exceed those permissible under the Fourth Amendment. The DUPL does not provide for
any pre-enforcement court review and the Delaware Defendants have threatened Univar with
penalties by issuance of the Subpoena if Univar does not comply or cooperate, apparently
including any attempt by Univar to assert its constitutional rights.
25. Furthermore, because Delaware and Kelmar are conducting a “multistate” Audit of
Univar,3 the confidentiality of any records that Univar would provide to Delaware and Kelmar is
not guaranteed. In fact, by providing the records to Delaware and Kelmar, Univar is forced to
expose its records to public disclosure under the public records laws of some of the Participating
States.4 Delaware’s threat of penalty for failure to turn over private records that will not be kept
confidential constitutes a violation of Univar’s substantive due process rights and constitutes an
illegal search under the Fourth Amendment.
26. Moreover, Delaware’s DUPL prohibits Delaware from sharing an audit subject’s
confidential information with any state that lacks confidentiality provisions that are
“substantially similar” to Delaware’s confidentiality provisions. Accordingly, by providing a
holder’s confidential information to Kelmar, when Kelmar represents multiple states that do not
3

The 20 states participating in the audit are: Delaware, Florida, Minnesota, Illinois, Maryland, Louisiana, Indiana,
Idaho, Tennessee, Arkansas, New Mexico, Utah, Virginia, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, California and New York (hereinafter, the “Participating States”).
4
By way of example, the public records laws of CA, WI, MN, MA and SC provide that any information received by
a government contractor in performance of a government function constitute public records that must be disclosed in
connection with a valid Freedom of Information Act Request. See, Cal. Gov. Code § 6252(e); Cal Code Civ. Proc.
§§ 1573,1582; See also, Wis. Stat. 19.36(3); Minn. Stat. § 13.03; ALM GL ch. 66, et seq.; S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-20
et seq. Copies of cited statutes attached as Exhibit B.
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have substantially similar confidentiality laws to protect records produced in an audit, Delaware
is violating its own law. See 12 Del. C. §§ 1174, 1189 (2018).
27.

The Kelmar estimation process relies on the use of the holder’s prior unclaimed

property filings for states that are not participating in the audit, which constitutes a violation of
Univar’s substantive due process rights because it will impermissibly subject Univar to multiple
liabilities for the same unclaimed property. 5
28.

The estimation process violates Univar's substantive due process rights and

constitutes an unconstitutional taking of private property for public use without compensation
because, as described above, it involves the taking of Univar's own property rather than a transfer
of other individuals' property to be held in trust by the State of Delaware. The retroactive
application of penalties and estimates of liability based on a failure to keep records that were not
previously required by law to be kept also violates Univar's due process rights.
29.

Delaware’s employment of Kelmar on a contingent-fee basis requires Univar to

submit a dispute to a self-interested party, which is a violation of Univar’s procedural due
process rights. In all legally significant respects, Kelmar is the party conducting the Audit,
issuing the information requests and recommending audit findings to Delaware and the
Participating States, which are rubber-stamped by those parties.
30.

The method of selecting Univar as a target for an unclaimed property Audit

violates Univar's Fourteenth Amendment right to equal protection of the laws because
Defendants chose Univar as a target based on its perceived profitability and not based on neutral
criteria or any criteria bearing a rational relationship to a legitimate governmental interest. The
entire Audit process is unconstitutional, both facially and as it has been applied to Univar, and
5

See, Temple-Inland, supra. The Delaware’s DUPL did not provide the state with the requisite authority to request
prior unclaimed property filings in states not participating in an unclaimed property audit until after February 2,
2017.
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Univar accordingly seeks this Court's protection from Defendants' unconstitutional and
impermissible acts.
Delaware’s Unclaimed Property Law and Amendments
31.

Each of the fifty states and the District of Columbia has "unclaimed property" or

"escheat" laws that require companies holding unclaimed property, whether tangible or
intangible, to turn that property over to the state. In general, the states do not take title to the
property, but instead hold it as custodians and use it for the benefit of the general public until the
true owner comes forward to claim the property.
32.

Most states, with the exception of Delaware and a few others, model their

unclaimed property laws after the Uniform Unclaimed Property Act ("UUPA") or the Revised
Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (“RUUPA”). The original version of the DUPL was effective
as of January 1, 1981.
33.

In Delaware v. New York, 507 U.S. 490 (1993) and Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S.

674 (1965), the United States Supreme Court established choice of law rules to resolve
conflicting claims of different states to intangible unclaimed property, such as uncashed checks.
Under the "primary rule," the power to escheat intangible property is determined by the law of
the state of the creditor’s last known address (often the payee of a check) as recorded on the
books and records of the debtor (the obligor of the debt underlying the check). If the debtor does
not have the name and address of the owner/creditor on its books and records, the property
escheats according to the law of the debtor’s state of domicile under the secondary rule.
34.

By

operation

of

the

"secondary

rule,"

Delaware,

as

the

state

of

incorporation/formation to over one million legal entities, has the right to escheat hundreds of
millions of dollars of unclaimed property every year. Specifically, whenever a Delaware
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company is holding intangible unclaimed property, such as uncashed checks, uncashed
dividends, lost stock certificates, unapplied credits, or unused rebates, Delaware has the right to
take possession of that property when the company's records do not reveal the debtor's "last
known address" and the applicable dormancy period has expired.
35. The DUPL has undergone significant amendment since 2010. Section 1155 of the
DUPL was amended by the State Escheator in 2010 to add a provision allowing the State
Escheator to use reasonable estimation techniques in unclaimed property examinations when the
holder did not have records for periods covered by the examination.
36. The DUPL was amended and overhauled effective February 2, 2017 in large part to
attempt to address due process concerns identified by this Court in Temple-Inland v. Cook.6
After the DUPL was amended, Delaware also issued regulations entitled “104 Department of
Finance Abandoned or Unclaimed Property Reporting and Examination Manual” enacted on
October 11, 2017 (the “Regulations”) to amplify the amended DUPL. See 12 DE Admin. Code
§ 104.
37.

The Regulations are ambiguous as to how the Regulations apply to Audits that were

noticed prior to the effective date of the Regulations and Delaware has issued no additional
guidance on how a holder is to determine how the Regulations apply to Audits that were
“ongoing” prior to the effective date. Section 2.3 of the Regulations, entitled “Effective Date”
reads:
The effective date of these Regulations shall be the date they are adopted, and the
standards contained therein shall apply to all examinations commenced after that
date. To the extent practical, the Regulations shall apply to any ongoing
examinations that commenced prior to the effective date of these Regulations,
though the failure of the State to have conformed to a Reporting and Examination
Manual not-yet-in-existence would not invalidate an examination. (emphasis
added)
6

192 F.Supp.3d 527 (D. Del. 2016).
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Audits, Document Retention, and Estimation
38.

Section 1171 of the DUPL provides that "[t]he State Escheator may at reasonable

times and upon reasonable notice examine the records of any person or business association or
organization to determine whether the person has complied with any provision of this
chapter[.]"7
39.

Unlike the unclaimed property laws in most states, the DUPL, prior to February 2,

2017, did not provide a set "look-back" period for audits.8 In 2017, the DUPL was amended to
prohibit Delaware from conducting examinations or investigations “for any period more than 10
years prior to when property is presumed abandoned under this chapter from the calendar year in
which the State Escheator provides written notice of such examination. . .” See 12 Del. C. §
1172(h).
40.

Prior to February 2, 2017, the DUPL did not require and has never required

holders to keep records for a minimum period of time and/or keep records of owners' addresses.
The current version of the DUPL imposes a 10-year look-back period and record retention
requirement applicable to Audits noticed and commenced after February 2, 2017.
41.

In February of 2017, the DUPL was amended to give the State Escheator the

authority to estimate a holder’s liability for allegedly unreported unclaimed property using a
“reasonable method of estimation based on all information available to the State Escheator,
including extrapolation and the use of statistical sampling when appropriate.”

9

The 2017

amendment followed a similar amendment in July of 2010 which permitted the State Escheator

7

Prior to February 2, 2017, this provision was codified in Section 1155 of the DUPL.
In 2012, the State Escheator passed a regulation that purported to give the State Escheator authority to look-back to
January 1, 1981 in an unclaimed property examination.
9
12 Del. C. § 1176(a). Prior to February 2, 2017, the then-existing DUPL was amended in July of 2010 by Senate
Bill 272 with language similarly granting Delaware with the authority to use estimation.
8
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to reasonably estimate liability in an examination when the holder’s books and records were
insufficient.
Retroactive Application of Estimation Authority Despite Lack of Record-Retention
Requirement
42.

The Delaware Defendants take the position that Section 1176 (and prior to

February 2, 2017, the 2010 amendment to Section 1155) apply retroactively to unclaimed
property Audits, despite the fact that prior to February 2, 2017, the DUPL contained no record
retention requirement.10 Consequently, because Univar does not have sufficient records to prove
its compliance for each year going all the way back to 1991, Kelmar will use its unlawful
estimation methodology to estimate the amount of unclaimed property that Kelmar believes
Univar should have reported during those years.
43.

To estimate a holder's liability for past years, Defendants first identify the holder's

actual unclaimed property in recent years for which records exist, including (1) unclaimed
property that was actually reported and paid to Delaware; (2) actual unclaimed property that
should have been reported and paid to Delaware; (3) unclaimed property that was actually
reported and paid to other states; and (4) actual unclaimed property that should have been
reported and paid to other states. Defendants add these amounts together and divide the sum by
the holder's total revenue during those same years. This produces what Defendants refer to as the
holder's "escheat error-rate." Defendants multiply the escheat error-rate by the holder's total
revenue during past years for which records are no longer available. This becomes the holder's
estimated liability (the "Estimated Liability Amount"), which is purely a speculative number.

10

See, Section 2.3 of the Department of Finance Abandoned or Unclaimed Property Reporting and Examination
Manual, which states that Delaware’s unclaimed property regulations, enacted October 11, 2017, apply to existing
examinations “to the extent practical.”
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This Court has already determined that this estimation process produces “significantly
misleading results.”11
44.

Because the Estimated Liability Amount is not based on actual records, only

previously reported property and total annual revenue, the unclaimed property that Defendants
estimate conveniently is not tied, and cannot be tied, to a particular owner, and so the holder's
records cannot reveal a last known address because there is no, and can be no, associated owner;
it is all an absolute fiction designed to maximize the revenue stream to the state and Kelmar's
coffers. Delaware treats the entire amount of estimated liability as owner-unknown property,
which Delaware then escheats according to the secondary rule enunciated in Texas v. New Jersey
and Delaware v. New York.
45.

In Temple-Inland, using the estimation process described in paragraph 43, Kelmar

turned $147.30 of actual unclaimed property into an estimated liability of $1,388,426.67.12
46.

The exact estimation methodology that resulted in the “significantly misleading”

results identified by this Court in Temple-Inland was eventually codified in Section 2.18 of the
Regulations and made effective on October 11, 2017.
47.

Estimation will be necessary in any audit of Univar because Univar admittedly

does not have a standard record retention policy that causes records to be retained back to 1991.
Any Kelmar estimation methodology that uses prior unclaimed property filings reported to other
states will lead to misleading, inflated and unconstitutional estimated unclaimed property
liabilities. See, Section 2.15.1.5 of the Regulations.
48. In fact, upon information and belief, in situations when holders under Audit refuse to
provide prior unclaimed property filings from non-participating states because Delaware lacked

11
12

See, Temple-Inland, 192 F.Supp.3d 527 (D. Del. 2016).
Id.
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the authority to request such records prior to February 2, 2017, Delaware is sending letters to
those holders suggesting that the failure to permit Kelmar to use a “statistical sample review”
will somehow negatively impact the holder.13
49. The use of estimation and Kelmar’s estimation methodology (now codified in the
Regulations) violates Univar’s substantive due process rights and constitutes an unconstitutional
taking of private property for public use without compensation because it involves the taking of
Univar’s own property rather than a transfer of other individuals’ property to be held in trust by
the State of Delaware. The retroactive application of penalties and estimates of liability based on
the failure to keep records that were not previously required to be kept also violates Univar’s due
process rights and the Ex Post Facto Clause of the Constitution.
50. It is notable that the “Guiding Principles” of the Regulations state that the goal of an
unclaimed property examination shall be to determine whether the holder is in compliance with
the Delaware abandoned or unclaimed property laws and shall relate to all property that “may be
subject to escheat” pursuant to the DUPL. The term “escheat” is an English feudal concept that
connotes the permanent taking of the property of absent individuals as opposed to the custodial
taking of property for the benefit of true owners until they return to claim their property.14
Kelmar Administration of Audit and Financial Incentives
51.

In all material respects, Kelmar is “vested with the responsibility” of conducting

unclaimed property audits on behalf of Delaware. 15 Kelmar selects audit subjects, develops and
issues information requests, conducts records reviews, performs estimation calculations and
makes audit findings and determinations that are then approved by Delaware.
13

See Exhibit D for sample redacted letter to holder in reference to refusing to provide prior filing history for nonparticipating states.
14
Bernert, Edward et al., An Examination of Unclaimed Property Laws After the Adoption of RUUPA: Suggestions
for Continued Advancement, Tax Lawyer, Vol. 71 No. 4 (2018), pages 941-974.
15
See, Plains All American Pipeline LLP v. Cook, No. 16-3631 (3d Cir. 2017) at 22.
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52.

For its services, Kelmar receives a contingent fee based on the amount Delaware is

able to recover from the companies that it audits; the more liability that Kelmar is able to impose
upon a target company, the more it gets paid. Since 2013, the Delaware Department of Finance
has paid Kelmar at least $104,421,598.50. See http://checkbook.delaware.gov. That Kelmar has a
self-interest in the outcome of audits it performs on behalf of the State of Delaware is not
disputable and explains why Kelmar only selects the largest Delaware-incorporated companies to
audit.
53.

After Delaware signs on to an Audit that Kelmar selects, Kelmar also goes out

and solicits other states-which it refers to as its "clients"- to join the Delaware Audit. As more
states join, the audit transforms into an amorphous, nationwide expedition led by Kelmar, with
Delaware as its centerpiece. Kelmar receives a contingent-fee from each state. Prior to 2010,
there were no audit procedures authorized by law – only Kelmar's own private, internal
procedures-and there was no way to effectively object to Kelmar's demands or unconstitutional
process. The Regulations effectively enacted procedures that conveniently mirror Kelmar’s
traditional audit procedures.
54.

For Delaware, unclaimed property has become the State's third largest source of

revenue, bringing in approximately $475 million in the last fiscal year. Although Delaware has
benefited financially from its relationship with Kelmar, its corporate friendly reputation has
taken a well-publicized hit. See Douglas Lindholm, Once A Friendly Locale To Business The
Modern State Of Delaware Is A Bully, FORBES, Op-ed, Mar 16, 2013, available at
http://www.forbes.com/sites/realspin/2013/05/16/once-a-friendly-locale-to-business-themodern-state-of-delaware-is-a-bully.
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Procedural History of Delaware’s Audit of Univar16
55.

In a letter dated December 11, 2015, Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan notified

Univar that Delaware, through its agent, Kelmar, would be conducting an examination of
Univar's "books and records," and the "books and records" of Univar's "Subsidiaries and Related
Entities" (hereinafter the "Audit"). The letter states that the purpose of the Audit is to "determine
[Univar's] compliance with Delaware escheat laws," and that "the scope of the examination will
be for the period 1986 through present."
56. Next, on December 22, 2015, Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan issued a second letter to
Univar stating that “the notice contained an error in paragraph two. The correct scope of the
examination will be for period 1991 through present.”
57.

Although the stated purpose of the Audit is to verify Univar's compliance with

"Delaware escheat law," the letter instructs Univar to "have available all of Univar prior years'
reports of unclaimed property and supporting documentation for all states[.]" (emphasis added)
The letter further states that the Assistant Director, Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan, is the "final
arbiter of any disputes that may arise during the course of the examination."
58.

Coincidentally, between December 11, 2015 and March 9, 2018, Kelmar solicited

an additional nineteen (19) states to join Delaware's Audit of Univar. Each of these states sent
Univar a letter notifying it that Kelmar would be conducting the Audit as the state's agent.
59.

On or about December 23, 2015, Univar, through its counsel sent a response to

the Notice of Examination to Delaware and Kelmar outlining several concerns regarding the
Audit notice, including concerns regarding Kelmar’s self-interest in the outcome of the Audit as
well as concerns regarding the confidentiality of Univar’s records and proprietary information.

16

Copies of all correspondence between Delaware, Kelmar and Univar referenced in paragraphs 53 to 73 below are
attached as Exhibit A.
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60.

On January 8, 2016, Kelmar sent Univar a copy of its Confidentiality & Non-

Disclosure Agreement ("NDA"). The NDA purports to give Kelmar the ability to share Univar's
confidential information with the other states that have joined the Audit.
61.

On January 29, 2016, due to the fact that Kelmar had been advised by Delaware

to implement a new form of NDA instead of the form that Univar was originally provided,
Kelmar sent an email to Univar’s counsel describing the differences between the original NDA
and the form provided on January 29, 2016.
62.

On February 29, 2016, Univar sent Kelmar additional correspondence regarding

the proposed NDA and seeking clarification as to how the NDA, considering the Delaware law
restrictions governing the sharing of confidential information garnered in an Audit, would permit
Kelmar to conduct an Audit on behalf of multiple states due to the fact that the laws of the
Participating States prohibited such sharing of confidential information without a specific written
agreement among all of the Participating States.
63.

In response to the February 29, 2016 correspondence, Kelmar sent an email to

Univar’s counsel on May 2, 2016 demanding that Univar proceed with the “multi-state
examination” despite its objections regarding confidentiality of records.
64.

Via letter dated May 16, 2016, Univar responded to Kelmar, reiterating its

position that the laws of the Participating States did not authorize the sharing of confidential
information among the Participating States such that a multi-state Audit could be lawfully
performed by a single auditor and noting that neither Delaware nor any Participating State had
provided any explanation or legal justifications demonstrating their ability to lawfully conduct a
multi-state Audit.
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65.

Next, on July 12, 2016, Kelmar sent an email to Univar’s counsel suggesting that,

to address Univar’s confidentiality concerns, instead of a multistate Audit, Kelmar would
conduct 17 separate audits simultaneously using the same Kelmar audit team, noting that the
exams will be conducted in accordance with the respective state laws and contracts governing
each individual Audit.
66.

Subsequently, on September 23, 2016, Kelmar sent Univar 17 separate emails

announcing Kelmar’s intent to conduct 17 separate Audits. Each of the 17 emails came from the
same Kelmar representative, Lindsay Guiseppe, and indicated that Ms. Guiseppe and her team
would conduct each of the “separate” Audits. Each of the 17 emails included Kelmar’s standard
initial information request tailored to that Participating State.
67.

In response to Kelmar’s July 12, 2016 communication and the September 23,

2016 emails from Lindsay Guiseppe, Univar sent correspondence to Kelmar dated October 12,
2016, explaining that use of the same Audit team to conduct “separate audits” was no different
than conducting a single, simultaneous multistate Audit and that it was Univar’s position that the
confidentiality provisions of the unclaimed property laws of Delaware and the Participating
States prohibited the Audit from being conducted in this manner.
68.

Kelmar responded to Univar’s October 12, 2016 communication again dismissing

Univar’s confidentiality concerns, questioning the legal justification for Univar’s confidentiality
concerns and threatening to “report Univar’s continued delay to the authorizing states.”
69.

Univar again responded via letter dated December 1, 2016, reiterating its

objections to Kelmar’s proposed resolution of 17 separate Audits being conducted by the same
audit team. Univar offered to proceed with the Audit with Delaware as the only Participating
State. In addition, Univar noted that it could not afford to waive any of its legal rights by
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voluntarily complying with an unlawful audit request as described in and permitted by Marathon
Petroleum Corporation v. Delaware.17
70.

Univar next received correspondence from Kelmar on May 9, 2018. In that

correspondence, Kelmar announced the addition of three (3) new states to the Audit and also
claimed

that

a

new

version

of

NDA

that

had

been

approved

by

Delaware

that “addresses in more detail concepts identified previously as concerns by Univar.” Kelmar
also noted that the dismissal of the Plains All American Pipeline lawsuit as a development that
changed Univar’s legal position with respect to its confidentiality concerns.
71.

Univar responded to Kelmar’s March 9, 2018 email via letter dated May 21, 2018.

In that correspondence, Univar reiterated its position that the NDA did not address its
confidentiality concerns regarding the protection of its confidential and proprietary information.
In addition, in light of the recent Delaware v. Arkansas lawsuit18 that was pending in the
Supreme Court of the United States, Univar raised additional concerns regarding the public
records laws of the Participating States as they apply to records obtained by government
contractors in the performance of government functions. 19
72.

Univar next received correspondence from Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan on

behalf of Delaware on July 31, 2018. Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan’s correspondence was a
demand that Univar comply with Delaware’s initial audit demand, summarily dismissing
Univar’s legal concerns. Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan’s correspondence characterized the
Audit as “inexcusably delayed” despite the fact that Univar had repeatedly raised its
17

(filed) Civ. Action No. 16-80-LPS filed February 11, 2016 (Dist. Delaware); (decided) 876 F.3d 481 (3rd Cir.
2017).
18
Delaware v. Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, Supreme Court Docket No. 22O145 (May 31, 2016) and Arkansas, et
al. v. Delaware, Supreme Court Docket N. 22O146 (June 13, 2016). See Protective Order Request and Protective
Order issued by Judge Leval attached as Exhibit C.
19
See also, State Org. of Police Officers v. Society of Professional Journalists-University of Haw. Chapter, 927 P.2d
386, 413-414(citing authority from various jurisdictions determining that private confidentiality agreements do not
take precedence over state statutes governing public records disclosures).
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constitutional and confidentiality concerns with Delaware and Kelmar. Defendant (Whitaker)
Sullivan’s July 31, 2018 letter offered no explanations or legal justifications regarding the
confidentiality concerns (or any other legal issues) that Univar had raised with Delaware and
Kelmar between December 23, 2015 and May 21, 2018.
73.

Univar responded to Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan’s demand letter on

September 4, 2018.

In that correspondence, Univar again outlined its constitutional,

confidentiality and public records concerns and respectfully requested responses or explanations
to the concerns that had been raised. In addition, Univar specifically requested that Delaware
clarify which version of the DUPL would apply to an audit of Univar, due to the fact that Univar
received its Notice of Audit on December 11, 2015 and the DUPL was amended effective
February 2, 2017 and the Regulations were adopted and effective October 11, 2017. Univar
noted in its correspondence that the Regulations ambiguously state that they are applicable to
Audits that were “ongoing” prior to October 11, 2017 “to the extent practical.” Thus, how the
Regulations would be applied to an audit that was noticed prior to the effective date of the
Regulations was an important and legitimate question to be resolved, considering the
Regulations adopted an estimation methodology that was deemed “significantly misleading” in
Temple-Inland.
74.

Instead of responding to Univar’s September 4, 2018 correspondence, Delaware

issued the Subpoena dated October 30, 2018.
75.

The Subpoena requests all information that appears in Kelmar’s standard initial

document request, information that Kelmar uses to determine which of Univar’s subsidiaries,
related entities and affiliates will be the most lucrative audit targets, as follows:
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•

Tax Returns - Provide the following sections of the 2014 filed Federal Form 1120 for
Univar, Inc., including: (i) Form 1120, pp. 1 to 5. (ii) Form 1125-A Cost of Goods
Sold, (iii) Form 851 Affiliations Schedule.

•

Consolidating Income Statement (including elimination columns) which reconciles to
page 1 taxable income, listing P&L activity by line item broken out by legal entity
(with legal entity name, FEIN, state and date of formation/incorporation).

•

Consolidating Balance Sheet (including elimination columns), which reconciles to
Schedule L - Balance Sheets per Books, listing all Balance Sheet line items broken
out by legal entity (with legal entity name and FEIN).

•

Consolidating Cost of Goods Sold schedule, which reconciles to Form 1125-A,
broken out by legal entity (with legal entity name and FEIN).

•

Detailed State Apportionment Schedules - Provide the consolidated sales, property,
and payroll state tax apportionment detail for all states for Univar, Inc. and affiliates
for tax year 2014 (used in preparation of the corporate state income tax returns).

•

Cash Managers, Shared Services Entities, Common Paymaster Entities - Provide a list
of all legal entities from the 2014 corporate organizational chart which pay liabilities
(e.g. A/P, payroll, rebates, or refunds) on behalf of other legal entities. For each
entity identified, provide a list of all entities involved in the arrangement, and the date
that each entity began participating in the arrangement.

•

G/L Numbers and Account Numbers - Further, for each entity paying liabilities on
behalf of other legal entities, provide the general ledger account number, and bank
account number for the primary check disbursement account(s) in each property
category (i.e., for A/P, payroll, rebates, or refunds). Bank records and check registers
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for these accounts will be requested later, but we encourage you to begin gathering
records at this time.
•

Prior Audits or VDAs - Provide copies of reports and work papers, including
demands for payment and release agreements, from any prior unclaimed property
audits or Voluntary Disclosure Agreements with the [Participating States].

76.

The DUPL provides administrative remedies for review of audit assessments but

the review does not comport with due process because the procedures do not contemplate a de
novo review of the audit itself. The Court of Chancery's review of the agency's determination of
amounts due and owing is limited to consideration of whether the independent reviewer's
decision was supported by substantial evidence in the record. The Court of Chancery is not
accorded any power to determine whether the record was improperly affected by unconstitutional
procedures or denials of due process.
COUNT I
(Unreasonable Search and Seizure)
77.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

78.

The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides that "[t]he right of the

people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, shall not be violated ...."See U.S. Const. amend. IV.
79.

While acting under color of state law, the Delaware Defendants and Kelmar have

subjected and continue to subject Univar to an unreasonable search and seizure.
80.

Delaware's unclaimed property audit is an unreasonable, warrantless search and

seizure of Univar's non-public documents that is not permissible under the Fourth Amendment.
Kelmar has sent a letter demanding that Univar prepare and send certain documents to Kelmar a demand for records that was not authorized by statute at the time the demand was issued.
22
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81.

Neither Delaware Defendants nor Kelmar have obtained a warrant, nor do they

meet the standards for a warrant in an administrative examination. A warrant in an administrative
examination can only be issued if there is (1) specific evidence of an existing violation of the law
or regulations by the target of the warrant or (2) some kind of reasonable, neutral statutory or
administrative standards or plan for choosing targets or deciding on a schedule of examinations.
These standards must be met prior to the issuance of a warrant; after-the-fact justifications do not
suffice. Here, there is no specific evidence that Univar violated the DUPL, nor is there any
statutory or administrative plan of any kind by which targets are chosen through application of
neutral criteria.
82.

To the extent the examination is in the nature of an administrative subpoena, to

comply with the Fourth Amendment, an administrative subpoena must be: (1) authorized for a
legitimate government purpose; (2) limited in scope to reasonably relate to and further the
legitimate government purpose; (3) sufficiently specific that it is not unreasonably burdensome;
and (4) not overly broad so that it is oppressive.
83.

Here, the document request is not authorized by law; the scope of the actual

request goes beyond information reasonably related to any legitimate interest Delaware has; the
statute contains no limitation on the scope of the requests; and the actual requests are overly
broad so as to be oppressive. None of the elements are satisfied, and the examination violates the
Fourth Amendment.
84.

To the extent the statute permits the issuance of a document request and the

Subpoena, it is unconstitutional on its face because this power is not limited to books and records
relevant to the enforcement of the DUPL, and it does not require specificity. 12 Del. Admin.
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Code § 104-2.15.1.5 states that records requests “may include, without limitation . . .” any
records of the holder that the State of Delaware or Kelmar deem relevant.
85.

The "scoping" phase of the Audit was not authorized by the DUPL prior to

February 2, 2017, because its purpose is not to determine whether Univar, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, has complied with the DUPL. The sole purpose of the scoping phase is to determine
which related entities and subsidiaries of Univar, most of which are not domiciled in Delaware,
have sufficient annual revenue to justify a Kelmar fishing expedition.
86.

Kelmar's initial document requests are not reasonably relevant to the authorized

inquiry under Section 1171 et seq.
87.

Defendants' demand that Univar produce unclaimed property reports filed in other

states is not relevant, let alone reasonably relevant, to the authorized inquiry under Section 1171.
88.

Further, until February 2, 2017, Defendants did not have authority to issue an

administrative subpoena or document request for unclaimed property records for the period 1991
to 2010, and their request is therefore unlawful and unauthorized as it pertains to records for
periods prior to February 2, 2017.
89.

Requiring Univar to accede to Defendants' unreasonable and unconstitutional

demands will cause Univar to incur the burden of locating, reviewing, and paying for copying
and shipping the documents. Furthermore, and critically important, requiring Univar to comply
with these demands will also subject Univar's confidential and proprietary business documents,
as well as privileged documents, to be viewable by the public. The Audit immediately will
interfere with Univar’s day-to-day operations for a period of at least three (3) to five (5) years.
90.

Threatening Univar with a penalty for asserting its Fourth Amendment rights is

also impermissible.
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91.

Univar is entitled to a judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that the

Audit violates its Fourth Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures.
COUNT II
(Substantive Due Process)
92.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

93.

The Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

provides that no state shall "deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law." See U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
94.

While acting under color of state law, Defendants have deliberately, arbitrarily,

and unreasonably abused their power by (1) subjecting Univar to a costly unclaimed property
audit that covers a period of 27 years and (2) ordering Univar to submit to a multi-state audit led
by Kelmar that does not adequately protect Univar' confidential business information.
95.

At all times, Defendants have acted without a legitimate government purpose.

96.

The only possible justification for a 27-year "look-back" period is to allow

Kelmar and the State Escheator to unfairly penalize Univar for a lack of records by "estimating"
its liability. This is not permissible because Univar was not required by Delaware law to retain
the records for which it is now being penalized.
97.

The only possible justification for a multistate audit is to benefit Kelmar's private

economic interests. If Kelmar ultimately asserts that Univar is holding unclaimed property
escheatable to other states, Delaware would have absolutely no interest in that property.
98.

Univar has a protectable property interest in records it is being asked to produce,

the money that it will have to spend, and the corporate resources that it will have to use, if it is
forced to comply with Delaware and Kelmar's limitless, irrational and arbitrary Audit.
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99.

Univar also has a protectable property interest in the confidential business

information that it will have to disclose to Kelmar during the Audit, and which Kelmar intends to
share with other states. And, by virtue of Kelmar collecting confidential information and sharing
the confidential information with other states, the confidential information will be subject to
public disclosure through the public records laws of the other states, obligations to disclose the
information which those states cannot avoid by contract. Univar also has a protectable interest in
preserving the confidentiality of attorney-client and other privileged documents.
100.

Further, the retroactive application of the penalty and estimation provisions of the

amended law to penalize Univar for not having records it was never required to keep violates
Univar's right to due process. These provisions interfere with Univar's reasonable investmentbacked expectations and attach consequences to decisions made and actions completed many
years prior to the amendments to the DUPL.
101.

Univar is entitled to a judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that the

Audit violates its substantive due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.
COUNT III
(Procedural Due Process)
102.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

103.

The Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

provides that no state shall "deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law." See U.S. Const. amend. XIV,§ 1.
104.

Univar has a protectable property interest in the money that it will have to spend,

and the corporate resources that it will have to use, if it is forced to comply with Defendants'
limitless, irrational Audit.
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105.

Univar also has a protectable property interest in the confidential business

information that it will have to disclose to Kelmar during the Audit, which Kelmar intends to
share with other states. And, by virtue of Kelmar collecting confidential information and sharing
the confidential information with other states, the confidential information will be subject to
public disclosure through the public records laws of the other states, obligations to disclose the
information which those states cannot avoid by contract. Univar also has a protectable interest in
preserving the confidentiality of attorney-client and other privileged documents.
106.

Defendants' Audit, which will deprive Plaintiff of these legitimate property

interests, does not contain adequate procedural safeguards.
107.

The Delaware Defendants have unlawfully delegated their administrative audit

authority to Kelmar and have allowed Kelmar to act in a quasi-judicial capacity. During the
Audit, Kelmar will decide (1) what documents must be produced; (2) which of Univar'
Subsidiaries and Related entities will be audited; and (3) whether, and to what extent, estimation
will be used.
108.

The Audit itself has no set procedures for objecting to unlawful information

requests and there is no way for Univar to effectively object to Kelmar's demands, especially
since Kelmar is purportedly acting on behalf of twenty (20) states. Univar has objected in
writing to the Audit on several occasions and Delaware and Kelmar have dismissed Univar’s
objections without addressing them.
109.

Kelmar has also developed its own procedures, none of which had been

promulgated or sanctioned by any governmental authority prior to February 2, 2017. Permitting
Kelmar, a private entity, to create its own procedures that are then enforced by the Delaware
Defendants is unconstitutional and undemocratic.
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110.

Kelmar has a large financial stake in the outcome of the Audit and is not a neutral

party. Kelmar's compensation will be contingent on the amount of unclaimed property liability
that Delaware ultimately assesses against Univar. In the general ledger audits that Kelmar
conducts, 80-85% of liability comes from estimation. Therefore, Kelmar's compensation in the
Audit will depend largely on whether it is able to use estimation techniques.
111.

Univar is entitled to a judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that the

Audit violates its procedural due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment because
Univar is required to submit a dispute to a self-interested.
COUNT IV
(Ex Post Facto Clause of the U.S. Constitution)
112.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

113.

Article I, § 10 of the U.S. Constitution provides that "No State shall . . .pass any

. . .ex post facto Law . . .”
114.

Delaware sent an audit notice to Univar on December 11, 2015.

115.

In 2010, the § 1155 of the DUPL was amended by S.B. No. 272 to allow the State

Escheator to estimate a holder's liability if the "records of the holder available for the periods
subject to this chapter are insufficient to permit the preparation of a report.”
116.

Prior to the passage of S.B. No. 272, the DUPL contained no document retention

requirements or any penalty for failing to maintain insufficient records. Therefore, from 1991 to
2010 Univar was not required by law to maintain unclaimed property records or provide copies
of prior unclaimed property filings in non-participating states in an examination, nor was it
subject to penalties for failing to do so. Now, however, Univar is subject to a penalty for not
having sufficient records from which Defendants can determine Univar's compliance with the
DUPL. The estimation procedure is a penalty because it allows the State of Delaware to seize
28
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property from Univar that is not actually tied to any other owner and that is not actually
unclaimed.
117.

The DUPL was amended again on February 2, 2017 and the Regulations were

effective as of October 11, 2017. The amendments to the DUPL, for the first time, instituted a
new and substantive record retention requirement for unclaimed property records and required
holder to produce prior unclaimed property filings in other states in connection with
examinations. The Regulations codify the estimation methodologies using records that not only
were not required to be kept during the audit period but that also lead to “significantly
misleading results” as determined by Temple-Inland. These new and substantive changes in the
law subject a holder to penal consequences for failing to maintain adequate records, even though
the DUPL did not contain a document and record retention requirement until February 2, 2017.
118.

Defendant (Whitaker) Sullivan has made clear that the Audit will cover the period

from 1991 to the present, and that Univar will be subject to estimation under Section 1171 if the
Audit demonstrates that Univar has failed to maintain adequate records for that time period.
119.

Univar is entitled to judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that the

retroactive application of the 2010 amendments to 12 Del. C. 1155, the 2017 amendments to the
DUPL, and the procedures set forth in the Regulations, including the estimation procedures of
Section 2.18 of the Regulations, violates Article I, § 10 of the U.S. Constitution.
COUNT V
(Unconstitutional Taking)
120.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

121.

The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits the taking of private

property for public use without just compensation. The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution makes this prohibition applicable to the states.
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122.

The estimation procedure in the DUPL will always constitute a taking of private

property for public use without just compensation.
123.

The estimated amounts owed do not represent actual unclaimed property

belonging to another person or an actual debtor and creditor relationship as required by federal
common law; rather, the estimated amounts represent what a hypothetical holder would owe if it
was holding the unclaimed property. However, the estimated amount has no rational connection
to reality and forces the targeted company to pay the estimated liability not out of unclaimed
property, but out of its own funds. If the holder had identifiable property belonging to another
person, there would be no need for estimation.
124.

The property is taken for a public purpose, and here, the moneys received by the

Defendants are deposited into the General Fund of the State of Delaware. See 12 Del. C. § 1163.
COUNT VI
(Equal Protection)
125.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

126.

The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits states from denying

equal protection of the laws.
127.

The DUPL contains no criteria for selection of audit targets. Rather, Kelmar and

Delaware look for "large and famous" companies that they believe will produce a large amount
of money for the State's General Fund. The DUPL is intended to facilitate state custody of
unclaimed property so that the true owners can locate and retrieve their property. The size,
wealth, and fame of the holder of the unclaimed property bears no rational relationship to the
purpose of the statute.
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128.

Univar has been selected for, and ordered to accede to, an unclaimed property

audit under the DUPL using this non-neutral method of selection. Univar is entitled to equal
protection of the laws of Delaware.
129.

Univar is entitled to a judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that

Defendants have violated the Fourteenth Amendment by selecting Univar for an unclaimed
property audit based on non-neutral criteria.
COUNT VII
(Injunction)
130.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

131.

The manner in which the Delaware Defendants are exercising their audit authority

under Section 1171 of the DUPL violates Univar's Fourth Amendment right to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures.
132.

The manner in which the Delaware Defendants are exercising their Audit

authority under Section 1171 of the DUPL violates Univar's due process rights and right to equal
protection of the laws.
133.

The DUPL and implementing regulations are also facially unconstitutional for the

reasons stated above.
134.

The Delaware Defendants have threatened Univar with penalties, interest and

contempt if it does not comply with the Audit.
135.

Univar will suffer irreparable harm if a preliminary injunction is not granted.

136.

Univar has a likelihood of success on the merits of its claims.

137.

Univar respectfully requests that the Court enter an order pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §

1983 enjoining the Delaware Defendants from continuing to pursue the unlawful Audit.
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COUNT VIII
(Void for Vagueness)
138.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as fully set forth herein.

139.

The provisions of Section 1172(a) that authorize a presumption of unclaimed

property liability in the event of insufficient records and permit defendants to “use a reasonable
method of estimation” are so vague as to violate Univar’s due process rights under the
Fourteenth Amendment and are therefore void. The assessment of an estimate of unclaimed
property that has not been proven to exist punishes the holders for the failure to maintain
sufficient records and is inherently penal in nature and contrary to the federal common law set
forth in Texas v. New Jersey.
140.

Prior to February 2, 2017, the DUPL did not explicitly and definitely require

retention of records or define what records would be sufficient to preclude the use of estimation.
Likewise, the DUPL, from the period 1991 to February 2, 2017, did not explicitly and definitely
set forth any methodology for making a reasonable estimate of unclaimed property that is
supposedly due and payable. Indeed, prior to 2010, the DUPL did not even explicitly state that
holders were subject to a presumption of unclaimed property and an estimation of its amount in
the event they failed to maintain sufficient records that were not required by law to be kept. To
the extent that Defendants claim that estimation is a long-standing practice, the law that
supposedly authorizes estimation has always been unconstitutionally vague in this respect.
141.

The unconstitutionality of the DUPL with respect to estimation is further

reinforced by Delaware’s broad delegation of authority to a private, self-interested auditor. The
power to define a vague law is effectively left to those who enforce it, and, as set forth herein,
private auditors who enforce the DUPL operate without court oversight in a setting of
unconstitutional secrecy and informality. The vagueness and standardlessness of the DUPL
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facilitates prejudiced, arbitrary, discriminatory and overreaching exercises of state authority by
Delaware’s delegates. Delaware’s delegation of authority is so extensive that it has led to
arbitrary and overreaching assessments of liability for unclaimed property, such as in the case of
Temple-Inland.
142.

The vagueness of the DUPL also frustrates the judicial review of its

constitutionality and the constitutionality of Defendants’ audits. Defendants seek to use the
statute’s lack of clarity as to the circumstances in which estimation will be used and the method
by which estimation will be conducted as a tool to defeat standing of parties who challenge the
constitutionality of these practices.
143.

Univar is entitled to a judgment pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 declaring that

Section 1172(a) is void for vagueness under the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution.
COUNT IX
(Violation of Federal Common Law (Preemption))
144.

In Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S. 674 (1965), the U.S. Supreme Court enunciated

choice of law rules to (1) resolve conflicts among states over unclaimed intangible property, and
(2) protect holders from multiple liabilities for the same property. The Texas choice of law rules
constitute federal common law. A state law that conflicts with the Texas choice of law rules is
preempted. See New Jersey Retail Merchants Ass’n v. Sidamon-Eristoff, 669 F.3d 374 (3d. Cir.
2012).
145.

The first step in applying the Texas choice of law rules is to “determine the

precise debtor-creditor relationship as defined by the law that creates the property at issue.”
Delaware v. New York, 507 U.S. 490,499 (1993). After the precise debtor-creditor relationship is
identified, the primary rule provides the first right to escheat to the state of the “creditors last
known address as shown on the debtor’s books and records.” Texas, 379 U.S. at 680-681. If the
33
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debtor’s records do not contain a last known address of the creditor, the second right to escheat
belongs to the state of the debtor’s domicile.
146.

Section 1176 (and previously Section 1155) allows the State Escheator to

“estimate the amount of abandoned or unclaimed property” a holder should have been reported if
a holder does not retain records. Section 1145 of the DUPL, effective February 2, 2017, requires
a holder to retain unclaimed property records to support unclaimed property reports. Prior to
February 2, 2017, the DUPL contained no record retention requirement. Delaware is seeking to
audit Univar for the period “1991 to present.”
147.

Estimation under Section 1176 (and previously Section 1155) violates the Texas

choice of law rules because it allows Delaware to escheat property (money) without ever
identifying an actual debtor-creditor relationship. Without first identifying a valid debt pursuant
to the law of the state of the creditor’s last known address, there is no way to determine a
“precise debtor-creditor relationship” making it impossible to apply the Texas choice of law
rules.
148.

The Supreme Court has expressly held that the priority rules cannot be supplanted

by “statistical surrogates.” See Delaware v. New York, 507 U.S. at 508-09 (holding that New
York could not avail itself of the primary rule by “making a statistical showing that ‘most’
creditor addresses are in New York”)
149.

Like most companies, Univar adheres to standard document and record retention

policies and does not maintain records going back to 1991 (nor is it required to do so under any
version of the DUPL). Accordingly, any audit of Univar will involve the use of estimation.
150.

Estimation under Section 1176 (previously Section 1155) subjects holders to

multiple liabilities for the same property, in violation of the Full Faith and Credit Clause of
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Article IV, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution because it is premised on the assumption that no
portion of the estimated sum was previously reported to any state.
151.

In addition, since the use of estimation specifically relies on prior unclaimed

property reports filed with other states, the fact that Univar will be subjected to multiple
liabilities for the same unclaimed property is unavoidable. This Court in Temple-Inland declared
the use of prior unclaimed property reports in the estimation process as a violation of the holder’s
due process rights.
152.

Univar is entitled to a judgement declaring that any use of estimation pursuant to

Section 1176 (and previously Section 1155) conflicts with federal common law and is therefore
preempted. Additionally, or in the alternative, Univar is entitled to a judgment declaring that any
use of estimation pursuant to Section 1176 (or previously Section 1155) violates the Full Faith
and Credit Clause of the U.S. Constitution.
COUNT X
(Attorneys’ Fees)
153.

Univar repeats and realleges the foregoing paragraphs as fully set forth herein.

154.

Univar respectfully requests that the Court exercise its discretion to enter an order

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988(b) requiring Defendants to pay Univar its reasonable attorneys’
fees as prevailing party in this matter.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
1.
Declaring that all demands for documents and inspection/examination of
documents made by Defendants to Univar as well as the audit/estimation procedures under 12
Del. C. § 1155 (and subsequently Sections 1171, 1176 and the Regulations) along with the
Regulations and all Kelmar procedures violate Univar's Fourth Amendment right under the U.S.
Constitution to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures;
2.
Declaring that any attempt by Delaware to apply the 2010 and 2017 amendments
to the DUPL, respectively, to an audit period beginning in 1991 violates the Ex Post Facto
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Clause of the U.S. Constitution and deprives Univar of its substantive due process rights under
the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
3.
Declaring that the Audit and the use of Kelmar’s procedures deprives Univar of
its substantive due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
4.
Declaring that Kelmar’s conduct of a multistate audit that subjects Univar’s
confidential information to public disclosure under the public records laws of the Participating
States deprives Univar of its substantive due process rights under the Fourteenth Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution;
5.
Declaring that the estimation procedure in 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and subsequently
Section 1176 and the Regulations) violates Univar's substantive due process rights under the
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
6.
Declaring that the Audit, the use of Kelmar's procedures, and the audit/estimation
procedures under 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and subsequently under Section 1176 and the Regulations)
along with implementing regulations deprive Univar of its procedural due process rights under
the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
7.
Declaring that the provisions of 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and subsequently Section
1176 and the Regulations) that authorize a presumption of unclaimed property liability in the
event that a holder does not maintain records that were not required by law to be kept on the
bases of a “reasonable method of estimation” are so vague as to violate Univar’s due process
rights under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and are void for vagueness.
8.
Declaring that retroactive application of estimation authority enacted in 2010 and
the estimation procedures in 2017 violates Article I, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution and/or that
these procedures violate the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and that Defendants
cannot estimate Plaintiff’s liability under 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and subsequently Section 1176 and
the Regulations) for the time period from 1991 to 2017;
9.
Declaring that the method of selecting Univar for an unclaimed property audit
violated Univar’s right to equal protection of the laws pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution;
10.
Declaring that the estimation procedures under 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and
subsequently Section 1176 and the Regulations) violate the Takings Clause of the Fifth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, as applied to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution;
11.
Declaring that the estimation procedures under 12 Del. C. § 1155 (and
subsequently Section 1176 and the Regulations) are preempted by federal common law as
established in Texas v. New Jersey and its progeny;
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12.
Declaring that the method of selecting Univar for the Audit violated Univar's right
to equal protection of the laws pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution;
13.
Allowing Univar to recover its reasonable attorneys’ fees against Defendants
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988;
14.
Enjoining the Defendants from conducting the Audit and from threatening to
impose upon, or imposing upon, Plaintiff with penalties, interest, or estimation of amounts owed
under the DUPL if it does not comply; and
15.

Such other and further relief that is just and proper.

Dated: December 3, 2018

McCARTER ENGLISH LLP
BY: Michael P. Kelly
Michael P. Kelly (DE# 2295)
David A. White (DE# 2644)
Matthew J. Rifino (DE# 4749)
Renaissance Centre
405 N. King Street, Suite 800
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
Telephone: 302.984.6300
Facsimile: 302.984.6399
mkelly@mccarter.com
dwhite@mccarter.com
mrifino@mccarter.com
And
BAILEY CAVALIERI LLC
Jameel S. Turner, Esquire
James G. Ryan, Esquire
One Columbus
10 W. Broad Street, Suite 2100
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Telephone: (614) 221-3155
Facsimile: (614) 221-0479
jturner@baileycav.com
jryan@baileycav.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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GOVERNMENT CODE

California Codes Annotated

General

Division 7 Miscellaneous

Records

Article 1 General Provisions

Regular

Chapter

3.5

Title 1

Inspection of

Public

§ 6252. Definitions
As used in this

chapter:

(a) "Local agency" includes

county; city, whether general law

a

or

chartered; city and

county; school district; municipal corporation; district; political subdivision;
commission

bodies of

a

or

agency

thereof;

local agency

other local

pursuant

public agency;

to subdivisions

(c)

and

or

entities that

or

are

any

board,

legislative

(d) of Section 54952.
member, agent, officer,

or
(b) "Member of the public" means any person, except
employee of a federal, state, or local agency acting within the scope of his or her
membership, agency, office, or employment.
(c) "Person" includes any natural person, corporation, partnership, limited liability
a

company, firrn,

or

association.

(d) "Public agency"

means

any state or local agency.

(e) "Public records" includes any writing containing information relating to the conduct of
the public's business prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency
regardless of physical form or characteristics. "Public records" in the custody of, or
maintained

by, the Governor's office

means

any

writing prepared

on or

after

January 6,

1975.

(f)
(1) "State agency"
and commission
Article IV

or

(except

means

officer, department, division, bureau, board,
agency, except those agencies provided for in

every state office,

other state

Section 20

body

or

thereof)

or

Article VI of the California Constitution.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) or any other law, "state agency" shall also mean the
State Bar of California, as described in Section 6001 of the Business and Professions Code.
(g) "Writing" means any handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing,

photocopying, transmitting by electronic mail or facsimile, and every other means of
recording upon any tangible thing any form of communication or representation, including
letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combinations thereof, and any record
thereby created, regardless of the manner in which the record has been stored.
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•(Continued) Of Special Proceedings of

Chapter

Property

7 Unclaimed

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
a

Civil Nature

Property

Law

Part 3

Title 10 Unclaimed

Article 6

Compliance

and

Enforcement

§ 1573. Agreements with other
The State Controller may enter into

an

agreement

enable another state to determine unclaimed

other state

or an

states

official thereof agrees to

enable this state to determine unclaimed

to

provide

information needed to

property it may be entitled

provide
property

to escheat if such

this state with information needed to
it may be entitled to escheat. The State

by regulation, require the reporting of information needed to enable him
to comply with agreements made pursuant to this section and may, by regulation,
prescribe the form, including verification, of the information to be reported and the times

Controller may,

for

filing

the

reports.

History

Added Stats 1968 ch 356

§ 46, operative January 1, 1969.

Annotations

Notes
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Former Sections:

§ 1573 repealed

Former CCP

1931. See Probate Code.

Commentary
Law Revision Commission

Comment:

1968—
Section 1573 is

Persons domiciled in this state may hold property that has

new.

escheated to another state, but that state may be unable to obtain

jurisdiction

over

the holder to compel his reporting and delivery of the property. Conversely, persons

domiciled in other states may hold property that has escheated to
California may have
Section 1573

no means

to

California, yet

compel the reporting and delivery of the property.

permits the Controller

to agree with other states that he and

furnish information obtained from holders within their jurisdictions

as

to

they will

property

that may have escheated to the other state.
The section also authorizes the
California holders

so

that he

Controller, by regulation,

can

furnish the information

with officials of the other states. By
the Controller

request this

making

to

require reports from

required by

the

agreements

the information available to other states,

enable them to assert their claims directly against the holder

can

state to enforce their claims under Section 1574.

or

to

Through reciprocal

cooperation, this state may obtain escheated property from holders in other states
either

by proceeding directly

or

by requesting the assistance

of other states

pursuant

to Section 1575.
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Of

to locate

§ 1582. Agreement
Compensation
No

agreement

locate, deliver,

to

reported property; Validity;

recover, or assist in the recovery of

under Section 1530, entered into between the date
of Section 1530 and the date of

publication

agreement made after publication of notice
upon is not in excess

property and the

property. Nothing
any

a

property reported

report is filed under subdivision

(d)

of notice under Section 1531 is valid. Such
is valid if the fee

or

an

compensation agreed

of 10 percent of the recoverable property and the agreement is in

writing and signed by the
of the

Part 3

Title 10 Unclaimed
Special Proceedings of a Civil Nature
Article 7 Miscellaneous
Chapter 7 Unclaimed Property Law

•(Continued)
Property

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

owner

name

after disclosure in the

agreement of the

and address of the person

in this section shall be construed to
to locate

time, that any agreement

or

entity

prevent

in

possession

an owner

property is based upon

an

nature and value

from

excessive

of the

asserting,

or

at

unjust

consideration.

Notwithstanding

provision of law, records of the Controller's office pertaining to
not available for public inspection or copying until after publication

any other

unclaimed property

are

of notice of the property or, if
one

publication of

notice of the

property

is not

required, until

year after delivery of the property to the Controller.

History

§ 1527. Amended and renumbered Stats 1968 ch
356 § 53, operative January 1, 1969; Amended Stats 1978 ch 815 § 2; Stats 1990 ch 450
§ 16 (SB 57)., effective July 31, 1990.

Added Stets 1959 ch 1809

§

2

as

CCP
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Annotations

Notes
;.±.- Former Sections:
Amendments:
+ Former Sections:

Former CCP § 1582

1931. See Probate Code.

repealed

+ Amendments:

1968 Amendment:

(1) Added "into" after "entered"; (2) substituted "a" for "of filing" after "after the
date"; (3) added "is filed" after "report"; (4) substituted "subdivision (d) of Section
1530 is" for "Section 1510(d) shall be"; (5) substituted "included in that report" for
"reported under Section 1510" after "locate property"; (6) substituted a period for ";
provided, that" after "are
"herein" after "Nothing".

so

reported";

and

(7) substituted

"in this section" for

1978 Amendment:

Substituted the section for the former section which read: "No agreement entered
into within nine months after the date

Section 1530 is valid if any person
that report for a fee

or

a

report

is filed under subdivision

thereby undertakes

other compensation

exceeding

to locate

10

(d)

of

property included

in

percent of the value of

recoverable property unless the agreement is in writing and signed by the owner and
discloses the nature and value of the property and the name and address of the

holder thereof,

as

such facts

construed to prevent

are so

an owner

locate property is based upon

reported. Nothing

from

an

asserting,

excessive

or

at any

in this section shall be

time, that any agreement

to

unjust consideration."

1990 Amendment:

publication of notice under Section 1531 is valid" for "six
months after the date payment or delivery is required under Section 1532 is valid" at
the end of the first sentence; (2) substituted "after publication of notice" for "more
than six months after payment or delivery is required under Section 1532" after "an
agreement made" near the beginning of the second sentence; and (3) added the
(1) Substituted

second

"the date of

paragraph.

Commentary
Law Revision Commission

•••

Comment:

1968—
Section 1582 is

substantially the

same as

former Section 1527.
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Notes to Decisions
Jr-

1.

.11'.

2. Construction.

-t
IF

3.

Validity.

1.

Constitutionality

CCP

Constitutionality

§ 1582, did

unconstitutionally infringe

not

on

the

right of

a

licensed

investigator specializing in locating unclaimed property for clients
lawful business by establishing

on a

maximum

a

private

contingency

contingency fee of

basis,
percent, requiring disclosure of the nature, value and possessor of the property,
and permitting the owner to complain that the agreement was based on an excessive

fee

to pursue

a

10

or

unjust consideration. While the

statute

imposed certain restrictions

on

the

investigator's right to engage in the business of private probate searches, it did not
on its face either preclude the investigator from pursuing his occupation nor impose
unreasonable limitations in the performance of his business activities. Because the
statute was enacted to

unclaimed property

by rational

means.

protect the public from overcharging for recovery of

by unscrupulous probate searchers, it furthered a legitimate goal
Goodman v. Cory (Cal. App. 1st Dist. May 6, 1983),, 142 Cal. App.

3d 737, 191 Cal. Rptr. 272, 1983 Cal. App. LEXIS 1681.

private investigator specializing in locating unclaimed property for clients
denied equal protection of the law by CCP § 1582, which subjected private

A licensed
was not

probate searchers

to more burdensome

scrutiny and regulations than

were

imposed

by other statutory provisions governing assignments of interests in an estate under
review by the probate court. The statute treats all private probate searchers equally,
and it is

only when the probate

court has obtained

jurisdiction

over a

property that the agreements of probate searchers become subject
restrictive conditions of Prob.

Code, §

principles

show that he

was

transgressed. Moreover,
within

an

v.

142 Cal.

App. 3d 737, 191 Cal. Rptr. 272,

Even if

a

licensed private

clients

came

limitations

on

not be said to
more

an

the licensed

§§

oversight

private investigator failed

to

LEXIS 1681.

App.

6, 1983),.

locating unclaimed property for
and discriminated class, CCP § 1582, imposing

investigator specializing

identifiable

May

1st Dist.

1983 Cal.
in

agreements and fixing a maximum level of compensation, could
violate equal protection by subjecting private probate searchers to

now

are

imposed by former Prob

C

§

seq.) governing assignments of interests in an
by the probate court. While former Prob C § 1020.1, (see now
seq.) may afford less protection in merely authorizing judicial

Prob C §§ 11604 et

11604 et
to

equal protection

search

estate under review

Prob C

that

Cory (Cal. App.

burdensome scrutiny and regulations than

1020.1, (see

so

identifiable class of persons who received discriminatory

treatment under the statute. Goodman

within

to the less

1020.1. The two statutes draw valid

distinctions between classes of persons not similarly situated
are not

decedent's

protect heirs from assigning property and interests for grossly

unreasonable compensation, the absence of judicial supervision to provide

comparable protection to owners of unclaimed property fully justifies the more
restrictive conditions imposed under CCP § 1582, on unclaimed property
agreements. As an economic regulation, CCP § 1582, need only satisfy the
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191 Cal.

737,
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Page

1681.

required

A court was not

imposed limitations

to

apply the strict scrutiny

test to CCP

search agreements and fixed

on

§ 1582, which

maximum level of

a

equal protection grounds by a licensed private
compensation, when challenged
investigator specializing in locating unclaimed property for clients on a contingency
fee basis. The strict scrutiny test is only applied if the statute creates suspect
on

classifications

affects

or

a

fundamental

right.

and, while foreclosure of the right to pursue
fundamental interest, mere
CCP

§ 1582,

was a

effect

on

an

target speech, and

illegal

even

to the

owner

with
in

an owner

exchange for

a

invitation to enter into

Mar.

an

a

protection.

10, 2016),

246 Cal. App. 4th

a

App.

an

the

incidental

protect commercial speech that

private investigation firm's memorandum
recover

shares of stock

fee violated § 1582 and

was

therefore

to enter into the MOU constituted an

which

Associates,

438,

142 Cal.

agreements,

that § 1582 has

to locate and

illegal transaction,

Vanacore &

asset recovery

assuming

invalid, it followed that the firm's invitation
Amendment

under

LEXIS 1681.

does not

transaction. Because

understanding (MOU)

belonging

a

as occurs

Cory (Cal. App. 1st Dist. May 6, 1983),

speech, the First Amendment

proposes
of

v.

Proc.,_§ 1582, invalidates certain

Civ.

statute does not

enterprises,

infringes

such

involved,

was

valid exercise of the state's police power which did not violate

737, 191 Cal. Rptr. 272, 1983 Cal. App.

Though Code

suspect classification

lawful occupation

of business

regulation

fundamental right. Goodman
3d

No
a

201 Cal.

not entitled to First

was

Inc.

Rosenfeld (Cal. App. 3d Dist.

v.

Rptr. 3d 97, 2016

Cal.

App. LEXIS

276.

72

2. Construction.

Code Civ.

Proc.,_§ 1582, focuses

on

the

filing

of the Code Civ.

delivery of the property. Accordingly,
investigation firm's contention that § 1582 did
not the

to

an

of the

delivery

Dist. Mar. 10,

property.

2016),

Vanacore &

246 Cal.

appellate

not

Associates,

App. 4th 438,

apply
Inc.

to

v.

Proc.,_§ 1530, report,

court

rejected

a

private

agreements entered prior

Rosenfeld

(Cal. App. 3d

Rptr. 3d 97, 2016 Cal. App.

201 Cal.

LEXIS 276.
3.

Validity.

Code Civ.

Proc.,_§ 1582, invalidated

a

private investigation firm's memorandum of

understanding (MOU) with an owner to locate and recover shares of stock belonging
to the owner in exchange for a fee because the MOU was entered into between the
date a report was filed under Code Civ. Proc.,_§ 1530, subd. (d), and the date of
publication of notice under Code Civ. Proc.,_§ 1531. Furthermore, even assuming the
MOU was entered after the

publication

disclose the nature and value of the
person

or

Rosenfeld

entity

in

of the § 1531

notice, the MOU failed

property and the

name

possession of the property. Vanacore & Associates, Inc.

(Cal. App. 3d

Dist. Mar.

10, 2016).,

246 Cal.

to

and address of the
v.

App. 4th 438, 201 Cal. Rptr.

3d 97, 2016 Cal. App. LEXIS 276.
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Wis. Stat. § 19.36

This document is current

Copy

Citation

through

the 2017

LexisNexis® Wisconsin Annotated Statutes
State, Except the Judiciary (Chs.

(Subchs.

Public Officials

(§§

19.21

—

I

—

13

—

20)

Legislative Session

2018

General

of the

II Public Records and

Property

19.39)

19.36. Limitations upon
(1) Application

access

and

withholding.

specifically exempted from
be exempted from disclosure by

of other laws. Any record which is

disclosure by state

or

federal law

or

law is exempt from disclosure under

authorized to
s.

19.35

(1), except that

Except

Law enforcement records.

as

any

state

portion of that record

provided in sub. (6).
otherwise provided by law, whenever federal

which contains public information is open to public inspection

(2)

Organization

19. General Duties of

Chapter

Subchapter

V)

-

as

condition to receipt of aids by this state

require that
regulations require
record relating to investigative information obtained for law enforcement purposes be
withheld from public access, then that information is exempt from disclosure under s.
law

or as a

or

19.35

any

(1).

(3) Contractorsrecords. Each authority shall make available for inspection and copying
under s. 19.35 (1) any record produced or collected under a contract entered into by the
authority with a person other than an authority to the same
maintained by the authority. This subsection does not apply
a record under s. 19.35 (1) (am).
(4) Computer programs
(c),

is not

input for

subject

a

and data. A computer program,

or

to the

as

s.

(5)

19.35

or

if the record

inspection

defined in

s.

or

were

copying of

16.971

(4).

but the material used

program is subject to the right of examination and copying, except
in

as

copying under s. 19.35 (1).,
the material produced as a product

to examination or

computer program

extent

as

of the computer

as

otherwise provided

this section.

Trade secrets. An

authority

may withhold access to any record

or

portion of

a

record

containing information qualifying as a trade secret as defined in s. 134.90 (1)_(c)..
(6) Separation of information. If a record contains information that is subject to
disclosure under s. 19.35 (1)_(a). or (am) and information that is not subject to such
disclosure, the authority having custody of the record shall provide the information that
subject

to disclosure and delete the information that is not

subject

is

to disclosure from the

record before release.

(7) Identities of applicants
(a) In this subsection:

for

public positions.
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usc

in the classified service and that is not a

position

System.

b. A local public office.
c.

The

position of president,

president,

vice

chancellor who

serves as

Whenever there

applicants who

are

Whenever an

1.

following,

but

only

are

least 5

fewer than 5 applicants for
is to be made from

appointment

qualified for

considered the most

University

of

the position of the vice

or

an

with respect to the offices and

and b.:

a.

applicants for an office
considered the most qualified for the

are at

b. Whenever there
c.

institution;

an

of the

at each institution.

deputy

2. "Final candidate" includes all of the

positions described under subd.

president

senior vice

System; the position of chancellor of

Wisconsin

a.

or

office

or

position, each

or

office

office

an

group of

a

position by

an

or

or

of the 5

position by

position,

each

an

authority.

applicant.

than 5

applicants
authority, each applicant
more

in

that group.
3. "Institution" has the

in

meaning given

s.

(9).

36.05

in writing to the
(b) Every applicant
authority that the applicant does not wish the authority to reveal his or her identity.
Except with respect to an applicant whose name is certified for appointment to a position
in the state classified service or a final candidate, if an applicant makes such an indication
in writing, the authority shall not provide access to any record related to the application

for

a

position with any authority may indicate

identity

that may reveal the

of the

applicant.

(8) Identities of law enforcement
(a) In this subsection:
1. "Informant"

means an

informants.

individual who requests

confidentiality

from

a

law enforcement

conjunction with providing information to that agency or, pursuant to an express
promise of confidentiality by a law enforcement agency or under circumstances in which a
promise of confidentiality would reasonably be implied, provides information to a law
enforcement agency or, is working with a law enforcement agency to obtain information,
agency in

related in any
a.

case

to any of the

following:

Another person who the individual

violating

is

violated,

or

or

the law enforcement agency suspects has

will violate a federal

law,

a

law of any state

or an

ordinance of any

local government.
b. Past,

present

may violate

a

or

future activities that the individual

federal law,

2. "Law enforcement

a

law of any state

agency"

the

department of corrections.

(b)

If

a

an

record

including

authority
or

portion

that is
of

a

a

handwriting sample which,

or

law enforcement agency believes

ordinance of any local government.

meaning given

in

s.

165.83

law enforcement agency receives

a

if

a

(1)_(b), and includes

request

to

inspect

or

copy

specific information
(1)_(a)
name, address, telephone number, voice recording or
disclosed, would identify an informant, the authority shall

record under

but not limited to

delete the portion

has the

or an

s.

19.35

that contains

of the record in which the information is contained or, if

no

portion of

inspected or copied without identifying the informant, shall withhold the
record unless the legal custodian of the record, designated under s. 19.33, makes a
determination, at the time that the request is made, that the public interest in allowing a
person to inspect, copy or receive a copy of such identifying information outweighs the

the record

can

be

harm done to the public interest by providing such

access.
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department of

the

(10) Employee personnel records. Unless access is specifically authorized or required
by statute, an authority shall not provide access under s. 19.35 (1). to records containing
the following information, except to an employee or the employee's representative to the
extent

required

under

103.13

s.

to the extent

representative

to a

or

required

bargaining agreement

to a collective

recognized or certified collective bargaining
duty to bargain under ch. 111 or pursuant

to fulfill a

under ch. 111:

(a) Information maintained, prepared, or provided by an employer concerning the home
address, home electronic mail address, home telephone number, or social security number
of

an

employee,

unless the

employee authorizes the authority

to

provide

such

access to

information.

(b) Information relating

investigation
employment by

to the current

possible misconduct connected with

of
an

a

possible

criminal offense

employee prior

to

or

disposition

of

the

investigation.
(c) Information pertaining

employee's employment examination, except an
examination score if access to that score is not otherwise prohibited.
(d) Information relating to one or more specific employees that is used by an authority or
by the employer of the employees for staff management planning, including performance
evaluations, judgments, or recommendations concerning future salary adjustments or
other wage treatments,

reference,

or

office. Unless

provide

management bonus plans, promotions, job assignments, letters of

other comments

(11) Records of
not

to an

an

access

access

or

ratings relating

individual holding
is

specifically

under

s.

19.35

a

local

authorized

(1).

to

to

or

employees.

public office

required by statute,

records, except

public
authority shall

state

or a

an

to an individual to the extent

103.13, containing information maintained, prepared, or provided by an
employer concerning the home address, home electronic mail address, home telephone
number, or social security number of an individual who holds a local public office or a state

required under

s.

public office, unless the individual authorizes the authority
information. This subsection does not
holds

an

elective

public

office

or

apply

to

provide

to the home address of

access

an

to the home address of an individual

to such

individual who

who,

as a

condition

employment, is required to reside in a specified location.
(12) [Repealed.]
(13) Financial identifying information. An authority shall not provide access to
personally identifiable information that contains an individual's account or customer

of

number with

a

financial

institution,

as

defined in

numbers, debit card numbers, checking
unless

account

s.

134.97

numbers,

(1)_(b)., including credit card
or

draft account numbers,

specifically required by law.

History

1981 c. 335; 1985

a.

236;

1991

a.

39, 269, 317; 1993

a.

93;

1995

a.

27; 2001

a.

16;
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(§§ 13.001

(Chs. 13

—

—

13.10)

13.03 ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT DATA
Subdivision 1. Public data.

maintained

statute,

or

or

—

disseminated by

a

All

government data collected, created, received,

government entity shall be public unless classified by

temporary classification pursuant to section 13.06,

or

federal

law,

as

nonpublic

protected nonpublic, or with respect to data on individuals, as private or confidential.
The responsible authority in every government entity shall keep records containing
government data in such an arrangement and condition as to make them easily accessible
or

for convenient

use.

shall be considered

Photographic, photostatic, microphotographic, or microfilmed records
as accessible for convenient use regardless of the size of such records.

Subd. 2. Procedures.

(a) The responsible authority

in every

government entity shall establish procedures,

to insure that

requests for government data

consistent with this

chapter,

complied with

appropriate and prompt

in

an

are

received and

manner.

(b)
Full convenience and

comprehensive accessibility shall

historians, genealogists and other scholars

be allowed to researchers

to carry out extensive research and

copying of all records containing government data except

as

including

complete

otherwise expressly provided

by law.
A

responsible authority may designate

Subd. 3.

Request for

(a) Upon request

to a

access to

one or more

designees.

data.

responsible authority

or

designee,

a

person shall be

permitted

to

inspect and copy public government data at reasonable times and places, and, upon
request, shall be informed of the data's meaning. If a person requests access for the
purpose of inspection, the

requesting

(b)

person to pay

For purposes of this

a

responsible authority may
fee to

not assess a

charge

or

A\

require the

inspect data.

section, 'inspection" includes, but is

not limited

to, the visual

government data. Inspection does not include
printing copies by the government entity, unless printing a copy is the only method to

inspection of

paper and similar types of

provide for inspection

of the data. In the

case

of data stored in electronic form and made
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government entity from charging

a

Page

tIi IL.

iIULI III

data where either the data

or

the

access

II I

ly

reasonable fee for remote

of authority. A government entity may

specific statutory grant

seeking access.
(c) The responsible authority

a

Cle-111../1

LI IIZ

access to

charge

a

fee

is enhanced at the request

of the person

If

a

person

requests copies

or

or

designee

shall

provide copies

of

public data

upon request.

electronic transmittal of the data to the person, the

responsible authority may require the requesting person to pay the actual costs of
searching for and retrieving government data, including the cost of employee time, and
for making, certifying, and electronically transmitting the copies of the data or the data,
but may not charge for separating public from not public data. However, if 100 or fewer
pages of black and white, letter

or

legal size paper copies

are

requested,

used, and instead, the responsible authority may charge

not be

no more

actual costs shall

than 25 cents for

authority or designee is not able to provide copies at
the time a request is made, copies shall be supplied as soon as reasonably possible.
(d) When a request under this subdivision involves any person's receipt of copies of public

each page copied. If the responsible

government data that has commercial value and is

a

substantial and discrete portion of

or

formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, process,
database, or system developed with a significant expenditure of public funds by the
government entity, the responsible authority may charge a reasonable fee for the
information in addition to the costs of making and certifying the copies. Any fee charged
entire

an

government entity to relate to the actual
development costs of the information. The responsible authority, upon the request
person, shall provide sufficient documentation to explain and justify the fee being
must be

the

clearly demonstrated by

charged.
(e) The responsible authority

of any

government entity that maintains public government
data in a computer storage medium shall provide to any person making a request under
this section a copy of any public data contained in that medium, in electronic form, if the
a

can

different from the format

entity.

a

reasonably make the copy or have a copy made. This does not
government entity to provide the data in an electronic format or program that

government entity

require

of

The

or

program in which the data are maintained

entity may require

the

requesting

by

is

the government

person to pay the actual cost of

providing

the copy.

responsible authority or designee determines that the requested data is
classified so as to deny the requesting person access, the responsible authority or
designee shall inform the requesting person of the determination either orally at the
(f)

If the

of the request,

or

in

writing

as soon

after that time

statutory section, temporary classification,

or

as

time

possible, and shall cite the specific

specific provision of federal

determination is based. Upon the request of any person denied

access

to

law

on

which the

data, the

responsible authority or designee shall certify in writing that the request has been denied
and cite the specific statutory section, temporary classification, or specific provision of
federal law upon which the denial
Su bd. 4.

Change

based.

in classification of data; effect of dissemination among

agencies.
(a) The classification
to

was

government entity's data shall change if it is required to do so
comply with either judicial or administrative rules pertaining to the conduct of legal
of

a
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any other statute

(c)

federal law, the data are

or

To the extent that

government data

IJI

UVLI I

111LIIVIUUOIa 01 C l.l0ll ICU ca

are

1VOLC

011U

VLSI 1111/C111.101

(d)

If

as

they had

at the

l.l

ICl/LC!,

VI

a

government entity by
same

classification at the

entity providing them.
to another

government entity disseminates data

a

LI Ila

private.

disseminated to

another government entity, the data disseminated shall have the

entity receiving them

uy

government entity,

a

classification provided for by law at the entity receiving the data does not affect the
classification of the data at the entity that disseminates the data.

(e)

To the extent that

judicial

branch data

are

disseminated to government entities

by the

judicial branch, the data disseminated shall have the same level of accessibility at the
government entity receiving them as they had at the judicial branch entity providing
them. If the data have

government entity

a

must

specific classification in state statute or federal law, the
maintain the data according to the specific classification.

A government entity may
Copyright or patent of government data.
software
for
a
a
enforce a copyright or acquire
computer
patent
program or components
of a program created by that government entity without statutory authority. In the event

Subd. 5.

—

government entity acquires

patent

that

a

of

program, the data shall be treated

a

a

as

to a

computer software program

or

component

trade secret information pursuant to section

13.37.
Subd. 6.

Discoverability

of not

discovery of government data
that the data

are

classified

as

or

public data.

—

If

a

government entity opposes

release of data pursuant to court order

not

public, the party that seeks

bring before the appropriate presiding judicial officer, arbitrator,
judge an action to compel discovery or an action in the nature of
discovery.
The

presiding

officer shall first decide whether the data

pursuant to the rules of evidence and of criminal, civil,

appropriate
If the data

or

grounds

administrative law

an

action to

discoverable

administrative

or

compel

releasable

procedure

to the action.

are

party seeking

discoverable the presiding officer shall decide whether the benefit to the

access

to the data

entity maintaining the data,

subject

are

the

to the data may

access
or

on

of the data,

or

or

to the

outweighs any

harm to the

of any person who has

privacy interest of

an

confidentiality interests of the

provided

the data

or

who is the

individual identified in the data. In

decision, the presiding officer shall consider whether notice to the subject of
the data is warranted and, if warranted, what type of notice must be given. The presiding

making

the

officer may fashion and issue any

protective orders necessary

to assure proper

handling of

by the parties. If the data are a videotape of a child victim or alleged victim
alleging, explaining, denying, or describing an act of physical or sexual abuse, the
presiding officer shall consider the provisions of section 611A.90, subdivision 2, paragraph

the data

(b). If the data
the

are

data

subject

presiding officer shall

to the

consider the

protections under chapter 5B
provisions of

Subd. 7. Data transferred to archives.

—

When

or

section 13.045,

section 513.11.

government data that

is classified

as

public by this chapter or any other statute, including private data on decedents and
confidential data on decedents, is physically transferred to the state archives, the data
not

shall no

longer be classified

as not

public and

access to

and

use

of the data shall be

governed by section 138.17.
Except for security
Subd. 8. Change to classification of data not on individuals.
information, nonpublic and protected nonpublic data shall become public either ten years
—
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subject, the harm

to the data

LI

lag,

II

WC UOLO

public

to the

to

or

data

a

subject would outweigh the benefit to the public or to the data subject. If the responsible
authority denies access to the data, the person denied access may challenge the denial by
bringing an action in district court seeking release of the data. The action shall be brought
in the district court located in the county where the data are being maintained, or, in the
case of data maintained by a state agency, in any county. The data in dispute shall be
examined by the court in camera. In deciding whether or not to release the data, the
court shall consider the benefits and harms in the
court shall make

a

written statement of

findings

same manner as

in support of its decision.

Subd. 9. Effect of changes in classification of data.

provided by

applicable

Unless otherwise

—

expressly

particular statute, the classification of data is determined by the law

a

to the data at the time a

request for

the data's classification at the time it

was

access to

the data is made,

collected, created,

providing copies of data.

Subd. 10. Costs for

—

or

of

regardless

received.

Money may be collected by

in a state agency for the actual cost to the agency of

responsible authority
copies

set forth above. The

a

providing

electronic transmittal of government data. When money collected for purposes

or

of this section is of

magnitude

a

appropriated

deposited in

must be

treasury, that money

sufficient to warrant
a

separate account in the

fund other than the

state

general fund and is

to the agency.

Subd. 11. Treatment of data classified

public data

a

may be discussed at

not

public; public meetings.

open to the

meeting

a

as

public

to the extent

—

Not

provided

in

section 13D.05.

Pleadings.

Subd. 12.

government entity,

are

Pleadings,

—

defined by court rule, served by

as

or on a

public

data to the same extent that the data would be

603

7; 1981

public

if

filed with the court.

History

1979

c

328

2,24; 1984

2; 1991
1996

290

s

2012

c

c

7; 1980

c

436

2005

290

s

c

s

c

s

2-4; 1985

s

345 art 1

440 art 1

1;
c

s

s

44;

1992

2; 1999

163

s

c

c

6-12;

11, 12; 2015

c

298
c

227

2007

s

c

s

39; 1Sp1981

1-4; 1987

s

569

311

c

s

1,2;

1994

1,22; 1999
129

65 article

3,

s

c

c

c

c

618 art 1

c

315

s

4 art 1 s

1990

1;

250 art 1

3; 2008
s

351

s

s

s

c

1,2;

573

6; 1982
s

1995

c

41; 2000 468

2; 1Sp2010

c

c

1; 1991

545
c

259 art 4

s

4,5;

1 art 14

s

319
s

2004
s

s

1;
c

3;
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AMENDMENT NOTE
The 2012 amendment deleted former
shall prepare

August

public

access

1 of each year

circumstances that

as

might

2.(b)1 which read: "The responsible authority

procedures

in written form and

necessary to reflect any
affect

public

access

to

authority shall make copies of the written public

changes

update them
in

personnel

no

later than

or

government data. The responsible

procedures easily available to
procedures to the public or by posting a
access

public by distributing free copies of the
copy of the procedures in a conspicuous place within the government entity that is
easily accessible to the public"; redesignated former 2.(c) as 2.(b); substituted "a
government entity's data" for "data in the possession of an entity" in 4.(a); in 4.(e),
substituted "at the government entity" for "in the hands of the agency" in the first
sentence and added the second sentence; and made stylistic changes.
the
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Compliance
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A Administrative

Medical & Personnel Files

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: Defenses &

A Administrative

Exemptions:

Exemptions: Statutory Exemptions

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: Disclosure Requirements: General Overview

A Administrative

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: Disclosure Requirements: Record Requests

A Administrative

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: Enforcement: General Overview

A Administrative

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: Enforcement:

A Administrative

Reviewability: Standing

Law: Governmental Information: Personal

Information: General Overview

A Administrative

Law: Governmental Information:

Recordkeeping

Reporting
A Civil Procedure: Discovery: General Overview
A. Civil Procedure: Discovery: Disclosures: Mandatory Disclosures
A Civil Procedure: Discovery: Relevance
A Copyright Law: Civil Infringement Actions: Defenses: Fair Use:

&

/\

General Overview
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ALM GL ch.

66, § 18

Copy Citation
Current

through

Act 268 of the 2018

Annotated Laws of Massachusetts
GOVERNMENT

1

-

182).

—

Session.

PART I ADMINISTRATION OF THE

TITLE X PUBLIC RECORDS

TITLE X PUBLIC RECORDS

66A).
(5§

(Chs.

1

Legislative

(Chs.

66

—

66A).

(Chs.

Chapter

66

-

66 Public Records

21).

§ 18. Applicability of Chapter.
This

chapter shall

not

apply

to the records of the

affidavits and other papers filed

services,

or

records

general court,

nor

shall

declarations,

by claimants in the office of the commissioner of veterans'

kept by him for reference by

the officials of his

office, be public

records.

History

1897, 439, § 13; 1902, 35, § 23; 1903, 177, § 1; 1945, 393, § 6.

Annotations

Notes
Editorial Note—
The 1945 amendment substituted "veteransservices" for "state aid and

pensions."
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S.C. Code Ann.

§ 30-4-20

Copy Citation
This document is current

through

2018 Act Nos. 1-264, and Act No. 266.

South Carolina Code of Laws Annotated

(Chs.
30-4-165)
Records

1

—

by LexisNexis®

Title 30. Public

Chapter 4. Freedom of Information Act (§§ 30-4-10

15)

—

§ 30-4-20. Definitions.
(a) "Public body" means any department of the State, a rnajority of directors or their
representatives of departments within the executive branch of state government as
outlined in Section 1-30-10, any state board, comrnission, agency, and authority, any
public or governmental body or political subdivision of the State, including counties,
municipalities, townships, school districts, and special purpose districts, or any
organization, corporation, or agency supported in whole or in part by public funds or
expending public funds, including committees, subcommittees, advisory committees, and
the like of any such body by whatever name known, and includes any quasi-governmental
body of the State and its political subdivisions, including, without limitation, bodies such
as

Authority and the South Carolina State Ports
health care facilities, which are subject to this chapter, for

the South Carolina Public Service

Authority. Committees of
medical staff disciplinary proceedings, quality assurance, peer review, including the
medical staff credentialing process, specific medical case review, and self-evaluation,
not

public bodies

for the purpose of this

(b) "Person" includes

any

are

chapter.

individual, corporation, partnership, firm, organization

or

association.

(c)

"Public record" includes all

books, papers,

maps,

photographs, cards, tapes,

recordings, or other documentary materials regardless of physical form or
prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by a public body.
income tax returns, medical

records, hospital medical

staff

characteristics
Records such

as

reports, scholastic records,

adoption records, records related to registration, and circulation of library materials which
contain names or other personally identifying details regarding the users of public,
private, school, college, technical college, university, and state institutional libraries and
library systems, supported in whole or in part by public funds or expending public funds,
or

records which reveal the

identity

of the

library patron checking

out

or

requesting

an

item from the library or using other library services, except nonidentifying administrative
and statistical reports of registration and circulation, and other records which by law are

required to be closed to the public are not considered to be made open to the public under
the provisions of this act; nothing herein authorizes or requires the disclosure of those
records where the public body, prior to January 20, 1987, by a favorable vote of threefourths of the membership, taken after receipt of a written request, concluded that the
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than amounts

expended

installation of these plans and devices, is

for

required

adoption, implernentation,

to be closed to the

by law.

or

utilized

or

public and

is not

considered to be made open to the public under the provisions of this act.

(d) "Meeting"

means

the convening of

a

membership

quorum of the constituent

of electronic equipment, to discuss

public body, whether corporal or by means
matter over which the public body has supervision, control, jurisdiction

a

or

or

of

a

act upon

advisory

power.

(e) "Quorum" unless otherwise defined by applicable law
constituent

membership of

means a

simple majority of the

public body.

a

History

1978 Act No.

§

593, § 3; 1985

17; 2003 Act No.

86,_§

Act No.

108, § 3; 1987

Act No.

118, § 2;

2001 Act No.

339,

7.

Annotations

LexisNexis® Notes

Case Notes
Administrative Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of
Information

A- Administrative

Law: Governmental Information: Freedom of

Information: General Overview

Administrative Law: Governmental Information: Personal
Information: General Overview
Administrative Law: Governmental Information: Public

Meetings:

General Overview

11- Administrative

Law: Judicial Review:

Reviewability:

Jurisdiction &

Venue

IL Administrative

Law:

Separation

of Powers:

Legislative

Controls:

General Overview

Civil Procedure: Summary

Estate,

Judgment:

General Overview

Gift & Trust Law: Probate: Procedures in Probate: General

Overview
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Court of the United States

DELAWARE, Plaintiff;
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

(Consolidated)

ARKANSAS, ET AL., DEFENDANTS
JANUARY

16, 2018

ORDER
PIERRE N.

LEVAL, Special Master:

A proposed

Stipulation and Protective Order Governing the Production and Exchange of
Confidential Information has been submitted to be so-ordered by the Special Master. The parties
have advised, in response to the Special Master's inquiry of January 10, 2018, that the Protective
Order is intended to protect the documents of State Parties (as well as private entities) because
"State Parties are constrained by various state confidentiality statutes," The proposed Protective
Order has been so-ordered on this date, but is hereby modified as follows:
Insofar

the documents of State parties are concerned,

protection under this Protective
Order shall extend only to what is required by State law to be kept confidential.
as

IT IS SO ORDERED.

PTE!Fah N. LEVAL, SpecialA
Thurgood Marshall United Si

Courthouse
40 Foley Square, Room 1901
New York, New York 10007
(212) 857-2310
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

DELAWARE, Plaintiff,
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

ARKANSAS,

et

(Consolidated)

al., Defendants

STIPULATION AND PROTECTIVE ORDER GOVERNING
THE PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE OF CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION
The

through

parties

their

to the

respective undersigned attorneys, pursuant

Federal Rules of Civil

Stipulation

above-captioned litigation (the "Litigation"), by

Procedure, hereby stipulate

and Protective Order

Confidential Information

Governing

to the

to Rule

as

of the

entry by the Court of this

the Production and

(the "Protective Order")

26(c)

and

Exchange

of

follows:

PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS

Disclosure and

discovery activity

of confidential information.

request that the
of

documents,

in the

Litigation

Court enter the

depositions,

produced,

filed

production

Accordingly, the parties hereby stipulate to and jointly
following Protective

deposition

Order

exhibits,

admissions, and other written, recorded, graphic,
information

may involve

with,

or

governing the handling

interrogatory
or

submitted to the Court

responses,

electronic matter
or

given

or

or

exchanged

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

by

and among the
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parties ("Discovery Materian including Discovery Material

produced by nonparties to the Litigation.
parties acknowledge

The

protections

on

all disclosures

extends to the information

principles

to treatment

each State's relevant

that this Protective Order does not confer blanket

or

or

responses to

items that

are

confidential, and

as

discovery. The protection
entitled under the

it affords

applicable legal

to the maximum extent

permitted by

law.

public records

USE OF CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS IN DISCOVERY
1.

including

Except

as

required by
Material

Discovery

state

or

designated

Litigation

and any action that may be related to

including

any

or

appeal or retrial,

other purpose,
2.

or

for other

the

Information"

for purposes of the

solely

consolidated with the

Litigation,

and must not be used for any business, commercial,

litigation.

Southern District of New York Local Rule

without limitation, all

on

or

"Confidential

When used in this Protective Order, the word "document" has the

meaning under

and all

as

shall be used

(Confidential Discovery Material")

Discovery Material,

federal law, all

original written, recorded, electronic,

copies, duplicates,

documents. A person

Litigation

or

or

abstracts thereof,

entity that produces

is referred to herein

as

the

2

including,
or

26.3(e),
or

and

includes,

graphic materials,

but not limited to, notes

discloses

Discovery Material

"Producing Party,"

and the

recipient

in
of
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any

Discovery Material
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"Receiving

Party."
Any Producing Party, including

3.

"Confidential

Requested")
in

Information"

any

"ConfidentiaP

material, testimony,

or

designate

"Confidential

or

other information that the

as

Treatment

Producing Party

good faith reasonably believes satisfies the definition of "Confidential

Information" in
not

(or

third party, may

a

apply

to

Paragraph

4 of this Protective Order.

information that is

public,

or

This Protective Order does

that after disclosure becomes

public

knowledge other than by an act or omission of the Receiving Party.
4.

Order, "Confidential Information"

For purposes of this Protective

Discovery Material that the Producing Party in good

means

non-public, confidential, proprietary, protected
commercially

sensitive information that

faith believes contains

from disclosure

requires

the

by

state statute

protections provided

or

in this

Protective Order, and any information derived therefrom.
5.

The

designation by any Producing Party of any Discovery Material

"Confidential" shall constitute
been reviewed

by

and that there is

a

an

a

representation

that such

attorney for the designating party

good

faith basis for such

hereof.

3

Discovery

or a

as

Material has

supervised designee

designation, subject

to

Paragraph 7,

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

6.

designation

The
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Confidential

as

Discovery

Material for purposes of this Protective Order must be made in the
manner
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following

by any party (or any non-party participating in the Litigation):

(a)

In the

trial

of paper documents

case

testimony), designation

"CONFIDENTIAU

to

(apart

from

depositions

must be made

each page

or

by affixing

containing

other pre-

the

legend

Confidential

any

Discovery Material.
(b)

In the
or

case

other

of electronically stored information produced
electronic

Confidential
to such

page

the
any

or

storage medium,

Discovery

practical,

manner

that is sufficient to

case

of

portion

depositions

of the

or

notify

other

any

Discovery Material

such effect

on

testimony

the record

Receiving Party

is received,

or

designated "Confidential."

must be made

the

(ii) by written

4

that the

pre-trial testimony, designation

during

of

may be made in

transcript (including exhibits)

Confidential

to each

designation through affixation

legend "Confidentiar is impractical, designation

In the

the

legend "Confidential"

electronic storage medium and to the extent
unit of material. In the event

CD, DVD

party producing the

Material must affix the

Confidential Discovery Material has been

(c)

the

on

of

which contains

(i) by

proceeding
notice served

a

statement to

in which the
on

counsel of

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

record in this

the
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Litigation

rough transcript

within 20 business

of such

treated
court

as

days

after the

that all

proceeding, provided

exhibits, and transcripts of depositions
"Confidentiar before such

or
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other
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receipt

of

testimony,

testimony

20-day period

has

must be

expired.

Each

reporter participating in the deposition shall be provided with

copy of this Protective Order and shall adhere to its
court

PagelD

reporter

must mark the

deposition transcript(s)

appropriate,
transcript,

must

with the

separately

and must

designated portions

place

legend

bind those

on

the

cover

provisions.

of such

Each

designated

"CONFIDENTIAL"

portions

of the

of any such

a

as

deposition

transcript

the

following legend:
THIS TRANSCRIPT CONTAINS INFORMATION DESIGNATED
"CONFIDENTIAIP PURSUANT TO AN ORDER OF THE COURT
UNDER WHICH THERE ARE PENALTIES FOR IMPROPER USE
OR DISCLOSURE.
The

parties

may

modify

through agreement

on

this

procedure

for any

the record at such

particular deposition

deposition

without further

order of the Court.

Inadvertent failure to

7.

shall not constitute

written notice.

materials

as

a

designate Discovery

waiver of such

a

Material

as

claim and may be corrected

Any party receiving such notice shall

by supplemental

thereafter mark and treat

"ConfidentiaP and such materials shall be

5

"Confidential"

fully subject

to

this

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

Protective Order
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shall in

Discovery
good

Discovery
Material

if

as

they

had been

Material that is

faith assist the

Material from all

designated

as
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A person who

designated.

subsequently designated

Producing Party

8 of 48

as

"Confidential"

in its efforts to retrieve such

not entitled to receive such

Discovery

"Confidential" under the terms of this Protective Order and

shall prevent further disclosures except

as

authorized under the terms of this

Protective Order.
8.

Discovery

Material

summarized, described, characterized,
available in whole

(a)

or

in part

or

otherwise communicated

or

made

only to the following persons:

outside counsel of record for
counsel

"Confidential" may be disclosed,

designated

employed by

parties

in the

any party to the

Litigation

Litigation,

and any other

and

regular

and

temporary employees and service vendors of such counsel (including
outside

copying

conduct of the

and

litigation support services) assisting

Litigation

for

use

in the

in accordance with this Protective

Order;

(b)

subject to Paragraph 9, experts, consultants,

advisors and

investigators

(including their professional staffs) assisting counsel for the parties in
the

Litigation;

6

(c)

the

Page

9 of 48

parties in the Litigation and the directors, officers,
but not limited to, inside

employees (including,

who

assisting

are

witnesses

or

in the

parties

the

deponents,

PagelD
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co-workers and

counsel)

and

general

parties, or any subsidiary or affiliate thereof,

limited partners of the

or
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and any

Litigation,

who appear

or

professional employee

as

of any person

providing professional advice to any of the corporate defendants;
(d)

witnesses

or

deponents,

and their

the extent necessary, in

(subject
are

(e)

to

Paragraph

or

preparation

10

below).

for

depositions

Those witnesses

shown Confidential Information may not retain

the Court, Court
any

counsel, during the

appeal

personnel,

of this

Litigation,

settlement judge

in the

any

or

appellate

any

Court

to

in the

or

of or, to

Litigation

deponents

copies;

referee, mediator, arbitrator,

Paragraphs

14

who

having jurisdiction

master, and their respective

Litigation, pursuant

course

—

personnel

of

master

involved

16 of this Protective

Order;

(f)

Court reporters

and

videographers,

and their

respective staffs,

employed in connection with the Litigation;
(g)

any person indicated to be the

Confidential Information;

7

author, addressee,

or a

recipient

of the

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA
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insurance business that may

mediators and any person

carrying

be liable to

all of any judgment that may be entered in

the

satisfy part

Litigation,

to

or

or

indemnify

or

on an

reimburse for payments made to

satisfy a judgment;
clerical and

(i)

litigation support personnel involved

in the

production,

reproduction, organizing, filing, coding, cataloging, converting,
storing, retrieving,
the extent

and review of Confidential

Discovery Material,

necessary to assist the persons identified in

reasonably

subparagraph 8(a) with respect to the Litigation;
any other person

(j)

the

only

Producing Party,

to

upon order of the Court

or as

otherwise

and
or

upon agreement of

required by applicable

state

or

federal law.

Confidential

9.

Discovery

Material may be

Paragraph 8(b)

above to the extent necessary for such expert,

investigator to

prepare

provided

by

opinion,

to prepare to

consultant, advisor,

that such expert, consultant,

in the form attached

as

or

consultant, advisor or

testify,

or

to assist

advisor,

Exhibit A hereto,

or

counsel,
said

using

Litigation;

investigator signs

agreeing

the terms and conditions of this Protective Order,

8

is

investigator

in connection with the

Discovery Material solely

provided

undertaking
bound

written

that such expert,

Confidential
further

a

persons listed in

provided to

in

writing

consenting

and
an

to be
to the

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

jurisdiction

of the United States

this Protective

or

not to disclose

or

use

permitted

consultant, advisor
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investigator.

or

The

any Confidential

hereunder. Such

parties

who have

Discovery

Materials

be retained in the files of the counsel for the

such expert,

of any expert
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Page

Court for purposes of the enforcement of

for purposes other than those

Discovery Material

engaged

Supreme

Order, and agreeing

undertakings shall
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consultant who signs this Protective Order will not be discoverable

except upon good

shown and order of the Court, except for

cause

testifying

experts.
10.

Every

given

person

advised that the information is

to Confidential Information shall

access

being disclosed pursuant

be

subject to the terms of

and

this Protective Order and may not be disclosed other than pursuant to the terms

Paragraph 8(d)

thereof. All persons listed in

Confidential Information

agreement

to

abide

Exhibit A hereto
terms of this

11.

or

by

only

after

they

above may be

confirm their

the terms of this Protective Order

state

the record at

on

that

deposition

given

access

understanding

by signing
they will

a

to

and

copy of

abide

by the

Protective Order.

Any person given

such information

(including

discuss such information

thereof) with

access

to Confidential

its contents,

(including

or

any

Information must not reveal

portion

its contents,

or

or

any

summary

portion

any person who is not entitled to receive such

9

thereof)

or

or

summary

information,

as

set

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

forth in

Paragraph

8.

used in any

disclosed

or

receiving

Confidential

a

reasonably

Nothing

Material must

Discovery

time made, and

relevant

a

failure to do

the

so

Discovery Material
case

or

must

it

only

for purposes of this

required by state or
as

federal law.

indicating

that any

entitled to confidential treatment. No party
of a "Confidentiar

propriety

shall not preclude

In the event that any

13.

that any

use

in this Protective Order shall be taken

obligated to challenge

#: 189

inconsistent with this Protective Order. Persons

manner

information is in fact confidential
shall be

PagelD

that it is not further

secure manner so

and not for any other purpose, except as

12.
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Any person receiving Confidential Discovery Material

maintain that material in

Litigation,
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party contends

a

designation

at the

subsequent challenge thereto.

at any

stage of these proceedings

is not confidential under the Federal Rules and

law, counsel for such party shall notify counsel for the disclosing

party in writing (the 'Notice). The objecting party shall identify each particular
document
for the

bearing

a

designation to

which it

objects

and shall

specify the reason(s)

objection, provided that the party challenging the "Confidential"

designation may identify multiple
of consecutive numbers

challenging

or

documents

otherwise)

the "Confidential"

by Bates

number

in its Notice when the

designation apply

documents identified in the Notice.

10

in the

(whether

in

a

range

reason or reasons

same

manner

for

to the

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

If the

14.

in
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parties

are

faith

unable to resolve the

conferring

days

of service of the written statement of

13 of 48

PagelD

objection),

occur

within

seven

Producing Party

a

request appropriate relief from the Court within fourteen (14) days after the
and-confer

by filing

a

motion

or

presenting the dispute

with the Case Management Order No. 2.

The

(7)

may

meet-

to the Court in accordance

Producing Party

shall have the

information is confidential under Federal

burden of showing that the document

or

Rule of Civil Procedure

applicable law. While such an application

pending,

the

26(c)

or

Discovery Material

other

#: 190

Receiving Party's objection

(which meet-and-confer must

after

good

Page

shall be treated

as

is

"Confidential" pursuant to this

Protective Order.
USE OF CONFIDENTIAL DISCOVERY MATERIAL IN COURT
15.

("Filings"),

All

briefs, memoranda, motions, letters and other documents

and any other material of any nature that has been

"Confidential" pursuant to the

provisions

otherwise discloses information from

"Confidential" pursuant to the

of this Protective Order

Discovery Material that has

provisions

of this Protective

with the Court, be filed under seal. All such materials
from confidential treatment
16.

public

designated

so

been

(or

that

designated

Order), shall,

if filed

filed shall be released

only upon further order of the Court.

Any party to the Litigation who objects to the continued restriction

access

as

to any document filed under seal

11

pursuant

on

to this Protective Order

shall
the

give

Filed 12/03/18

Document 1-3
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written notice of his

Producing Party seeks

objection to the Producing Party.

to continue the restriction

filed with the Court, that party shall file

receiving written notice of an objection)
determination

as

an

on

application with the

PagelD
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To the extent that

public access to

(within twenty (20)

good cause exists

to whether

14 of 48

Page

documents

business

Court for

for continued restricted

days
a

of

judicial

access

to the

document.
In the event that any Confidential

17.
Court

proceeding

applicable
status

confer

as

Court

in the

such

or

any

appeal therefrom, subject

rules, said Confidential Discovery Material shall

Confidential

on

Litigation

Discovery Material is used in

Discovery Material solely through

procedures

as are

necessary to protect the

documents, information and transcripts used in the

proceedings.

The

of establishing

provisions

such

of this

Paragraph

are

use.

any

to the

not lose its

Counsel shall

confidentiality

of any

of any

Court

course

not intended to shift the burden

confidentiality.
OTHER

18.

receiving

Entering

into this

Confidential

stipulated

Protective Order and/or

Discovery Material

Protective Order does not:

12

or

otherwise

producing

complying with

or

this

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

(a)

operate

(b)

admission

as an

designated
secrets

or

as

an

PagelD
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party that any particular materials

rights

parties

consider not

they

admission

of the

or

reflect trade

to

subject

to

object

to the

discovery,

or

any party that the restrictions and

by

set forth herein constitute

procedures

15 of 48

type of Confidential Discovery Material;

of documents

as

any

Page

Discovery Material contain

in any way the

production

particular

by

Confidential

any other

prejudice

operate

Filed 12/03/18

Document 1-3

information deemed

adequate protection

for any

any party to be Confidential

by

Discovery Material;
(c)

prejudice

in

any way the

rights

confidentiality, relevancy, privilege

of any party to
or

any other

object

grounds

to

on

the

production of any document requested;
(d)

prejudice

in any way the

authenticity
or

(e)

or

admissibility into

other evidence

prejudice

rights

of any party to

evidence of any

object

document, testimony

subject to this Protective Order;

in any way the

rights

of a party to seek

a

determination

the Court whether any

Discovery Material is, should,

continue to be,

protected

as

applicable

law;

case

to the

or

should

Confidential under the Federal Rules

13

by

or

prejudice

(f)

in any way the

further protective order

of

rights

a

party

to

petition

48

PagelD

the Court for

relating to any Discovery Material;
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a

or

prevent the parties to this Protective Order from agreeing in writing to

(g)

alter

waive the

or

respect to

any

provisions

of

use

his,

her

or

protections provided

for herein with

particular Discovery Material.

This Protective Order has

19.

party's

Page 16 of

Filed 12/03/18

Document 1-3
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or

no

effect upon, and shall not

its Confidential

Discovery

apply to,

any

Material for any purpose,

subject to the Receiving Party's right to raise arguments regarding waiver. Nothing
herein shall

impose

any restrictions

documents, materials

or

on

information

the

use

or

designated

disclosure

as

that is

in the

Litigation

already in the public domain.
The

20.

permission

of the

provisions

therefrom. Within

appeals

the entry of an

order, judgment

Discovery

or

decree

Material is

permissible appeals,

shall, absent written

further order of the Court, continue to be

and after the conclusion of the

limitation any

Confidential

or

Order

Protective

of this

Producing Party

binding throughout

of all

party of

a

"Confidentiar obtained

lawfully by such party independently of the discovery proceedings
or

by

thirty (30) days

after

receiving

notice of

finally disposing of all litigation in which

permitted

all persons

Litigation, including without

to be

having

Material shall, upon written request of the

14

used, including the exhaustion

received Confidential

Producing Party,

Discovery

either return such

Document 1-3
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material and all

it

or

destroy

required

to return

or

in accordance with

disaster recovery purposes,

(ii)

retention

obligations.

Discovery

Confidential

or

(iii)

regular data backup procedures

for

is

subject

Material

Discovery

parties

retain

may

copies

of

court

correspondence, pleadings, deposition, and

to

on

legal

(i)

trial

archived

or

hold

or

or

exhibits

thereto),

exhibits

thereto),

refer to Confidential

Discovery Materials, provided that such counsel and employees of such

pursuant

to Court order or as

returned to the

parties

accordance with this
21.

or

required by

their counsel

by the

media

Order. Counsel for

transcripts (and

Discovery

records

backup storage

(and

papers

expert reports, and attorney work product that contain

shall not disclose such Confidential

is not
on

Material that

must continue to be treated in accordance with the Protective

the

Material and

Receiving Party

The
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to counsel for

is located in the email archive system

departed employees,

PagelD

is stored

destroy Confidential Discovery

backup storage media made

electronic files of

excerpts)

all such Confidential

Producing Party.

that fact to counsel for the
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the party that

certify

copies
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counsel

Material to any person, except

state

or

federal law. All materials

Court likewise shall be

disposed of in

Paragraph.

If any person

receiving

documents covered
in another

action,

by

this Protective Order

or

(b)

is served with

a

it is

a

(the "Receiver) (a)

is

document demand

other request in another action to which he, she

or

subpoenaed

15

or
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party, seeking Discovery Material that

was

produced

by someone

actual written

notice, by hand, facsimile transmission,

business

of

days

designated

the

subpoena

produce

of such

production.
or

If any

the person

seeking

objection

the Receiver

such

subpoena

or

or

opposing

with any order,
22.

or

The

to

to

as

or

email within ten

to those who

(10)

produced

or

Producing Party

to

jurisdiction,

the Receiver shall decline to

by a Court

or as

the enforcement of the

required by state
subpoena

by

Discovery

or

shall fall
Should

Material take action

this Protective Order to enforce

demand, the Receiver shall respond by setting

forth the

Nothing herein shall be

requiring

requiring production
or

designated

#: 195

lodged or served on the party issuing

anyone else covered

the Receiver or anyone else covered

pending

is

Confidential

to the

existence of this Protective Order.

Protective Order,

PagelD

designated the Confidential Discovery Material.

access

against

any order

detnand,

or

the material unless otherwise ordered

upon the party who

a

subpoena

the Court of relevant

federal law. The burden of

solely

or

the material "Confidentiar in order to enable the

such

object to

receipt
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Receiver, the Receiver shall give prompt

"ConfidentiaP

other than the

Page

construed

as

by this Protective Order to challenge or appeal
Discovery Material covered by this

of Confidential

subject himself or itself to any penalties

for

non-compliance

seek any relief from the Court.

parties

agree to be bound

by

the entry of this Protective Order,

16

the terms of this Protective Order

or an

alternative thereto which is
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to all

parties, by

by the

produced

in the

penalties,

Discovery

The

as

Material

by

to the

any
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applies

to all
or

Discovery

Material

after the entry of this

by a party or non-party.

Litigation

non-party
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if this Protective Order had been

Litigation, whether produced before

parties

Page

any violation of its terms shall be

Court. This Protective Order

Protective Order and whether produced
23.
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Court, and

the

sanctions and

to the same

entered

Document 1-3

agree that the

to the

Litigation

production

shall be

of any

subject

to and

governed by the terms of this Protective Order.
24.
all

This Protective Order may be

parties in writing or by

changed only by

order of the Court, and is without

of any party to seek modification of this Protective Order
Court

on

further agreement of

prejudice to the rights
by application

notice to the other parties hereto.

IT IS SO STIPULATED.
Dated: December 11, 2017

Matthew H. Haverstick
KLEINBARD LLC
One Liberty Place, 46th Floor
1650 Market Street

Respectfully submitted,
Steven S. Rosenthal
Tiffany R. Moseley
J.D. Taliaferro
LOEB & LOEB LLP
901 New York Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
Ph: (202) 618-5000
Fax: (202) 618-5001
Eml: srosenthal@loeb.com

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Ph: (215) 568-2000
Fax: (215) 568-0140
Erni: mhaverstick@kleinbard.com
Counsel for Pennsylvania

tmoseley@loeb.com
jtaliaferro@loeb.com
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Misha Tseytlin
Solicitor General
STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
17 West Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
Ph: (608) 267-9323
Eml: tseytlinm@doj.state.wi.us

Marc S. Cohen
LOEB & LOEB LLP
10100 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Ph: (310) 282-2000
Fax: (310) 282-2200

Eml:

Page 20 of

mscohen@loeb.com

Counsel for Wisconsin

MATTHEW P. DENN
Attorney General of Delaware

Nicholas J. Bronni
Arkansas Deputy Solicitor General
OFFICE OF THE ARKANSAS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
323 Center Street, Suite 200
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Ph: (501) 682-6302
Eml: Nicholas.Bronni@arkansasag.gov

AARON R. GOLDSTEIN
State Solicitor
Caroline Lee Cross
Delaware Department ofJustice

Department of Finance
Carvel State Office Building
820 North French Street
Wilmington, DE 19801

Ph: (302) 577-8842
Eml: Caroline.Cross@state.de.us

Counsel

ofRecordfor Plaintiff

States in 220146

Counsel for Delaware

Patrick K. Sweeten
Senior Counsel for Civil

Aimee

Feinberg
Deputy Solicitor General
Craig D. Rust
Deputy Attorney General

Litigation

Todd Lawrence Disher
Special Counsel for Civil

Litigation

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
1300 Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Ph: (916) 322-0253

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF l'EXAS
P.O. Box 12548 (MC 001)
Austin, TX 78711-2548

(512) 463-4139
(512) 936-2266
Eml: Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov
Todd.Disher@oag.texas.gov
Ph:

Eml:

Craig.Rust@doj.ca.gov

Counsel for

Counsel for Texas
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EXHIBIT A
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

DELAWARE, Plaintiff,
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

ARKANSAS,

et

(Consolidated)

al., Defendants
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

I

hereby

provided

to

attest to my

pursuant

me

Protective Order

understanding

to the terms

Governing

Information

(the

"Protective

Court in the

above-captioned

that Confidential Information is

and conditions of the

the Production and

Exchange

executed

action. I

hereby attest that I have

of and have read the Protective Order and that I

by

the

parties

Stipulation

hereby agree to

and

of Confidential

and entered

Ordee)

being

been

given

be bound

by
a

by

the

copy

it and

its terms. I agree that I shall not disclose to others, except in accordance with the
terms

of the Protective Order, such Confidential Information. I further agree that

the United States

Supreme

Court has

jurisdiction

to enforce

Protective Order, and I consent to jurisdiction of that Court
purpose.

20

over

the terms of the
my person for that
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STEVEN S. ROSENTHAL
Partner

,t,r7,414,11

901 New York Avenue NW
3rd Floor East
Washington, DC 20001-4432

LOEB&
LOEB LLP

Direct
Main
Fax

202.618.5034
202.618.5000

202.550.0508

srosenthal@loeb.com

Via Email

January 12, 2018
The Honorable Pierre N. Leval
Thurgood Marshall United States Courthouse
40 Foley Square, Room 1901
New York, New York 10007

Re: Delaware
Dear

Judge

v.

Arkansas, et al. No. 220145/220146 (Consolidated)

Leval:

Per the Order dated January 10, 2018 requesting additional clarification regarding the
PartiesProposed Protective Order, the Parties submit that the Proposed Protective Order was
intended to protect the documents of State Parties as well as private entities given that the State
Parties are constrained by various state confidentiality statutes. For exarnple, Delaware's
Escheats Law (12 Del. C. §§ 1101, et seq.) requires Delaware to maintain the confidentiality of
records related to the escheat of any unclaimed property. The specific language of 12 Del. C. §
1189(a) requires that:
proper judicial order or as otherwise provided by law, it shall
be unlawful for any officer or employee of the Department of Finance or the Department
of State or for any other officer or employee of this State to disclose or make known in
any manner to any person who is not a current officer or employee of this State any of

Except in accordance with

the

following:
(1) The amount of unclaimed property that has been reported to and received by
the State Escheator or the Secretary of State, or both, by any holder, under this
chapter, or to disclose the terms of or supporting documentation related to any
annual filing, unclaimed property voluntary disclosure agreement, or settlement
agreement resulting from the reporting of any unclaimed property under this
chapter, including all agreements entered into under this chapter, including past
agreements.

(2) Identifying information regarding any unclaimed property owner that is set
forth in any report or record made or delivered to the State Escheator, including
the exact amount of any property and the character of any property received by
the State Escheator.

Los

Angeles

New York

For the united States offices,

a

Chicago

limited liability

Nashville

Washington, DC Beijing Hong Kong

partnership including professional corporations.

For Hong

www.loeb.com

Kong office. a limited liability partnership.
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As a
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result, the Parties request that the Protective Order cover the documents of State

well

as

private

entities and that it be entered

Respecffully submitted,
Steven S. Rosenthal

Tiffany R. Moseley
J.D. Taliaferro
LOEB & LOEB LLP
901 New York Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
Ph: (202) 618-5000
Fax: (202) 618-5001
Eml: srosenthal@loeb.com

as

submitted in this matter.

Matthew H. Haverstick
KLEINBARD LLC
One Liberty Place, 46th Floor
1650 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Ph: (215) 568-2000
Fax: (215) 568-0140
Ent mhaverstick@kleinbard.com
Counsel for Pennsylvania

tmoseley@loeb.com
jtaliaferro@loeb.com
Marc S. Cohen
LOEB & LOEB LLP
10100 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Ph: (310) 282-2000
Fax: (310) 282-2200
Eml: mscohen@loeb.com
MATTHEW P. DENN
Attorney General of Delaware
AARON R. GOLDSTEIN
State Solicitor
Caroline Lee Cross
Delaware Department of Justice
Department of Finance
Carvel State Office Building
820 North French Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
Ph: (302) 577-8842
Eml:
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The Honorable Pierre N. Leval
January 12, 2018
Page 2

LOEB&

Parties
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Caroline.Cross@state.de.us

Counsel for Delaware

Misha Tseytlin
Solicitor General
STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
17 West Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
Ph: (608) 267-9323
Eml: tseytlinm©doj.state.wi.us
Counsel for Wisconsin
Nicholas J. Bronni
Arkansas Deputy Solicitor General
OFFICE OF THE ARKANSAS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
323 Center Street, Suite 200
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Ph: (501) 682-6302
Eml: Nicholas.Bronni©arkansasag.gov

Counsel of Record for Plaintiff
States in 220146
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(512)

936-2266

Eml:

Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov
Todd.Disher@oag.texas.gov

Aimee

Feinberg
Deputy Solicitor General
Craig D. Rust
Deputy Attorney General

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
1300 I Street

Sacramento, CA 95814
Ph: (916) 322-0253
Eml: Aimee.Feinberg@doj.ca.gov

Craig.Rust©doj.ca.gov
Counsel for California

Counsel for Texas
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The Honorable Plerre N. Leval
January 12, 2018
Page 3

LOEB En
LOEB,.

Patrick K. Sweeten
Senior Counsel for Civil Litigation
Todd Lawrence Disher
Special Counsel for Civil Litigation
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF TEXAS
P.O. Box 12548 (MC 001)
Austin, TX 78711-2548
Ph: (512) 463-4139
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States

DELAWARE, Plaintiff,
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

27 of 48

(Consolidated)

ARKANSAS, ETAL., DEFENDANTS
JANUARY

10, 2018

ORDER
PIERRE N. LEVAL, Special Master:

Stipulation and Protective Order Governing the Production and Exchange of Confidential
Information (Protective Order") has been submitted to the Court for signature.
A

1. Is the Protective Order intended to protect disclosure of only the documents of private
entities or also the documents of State parties?
2. If the Protective Order is intended to protect disclosures of State parties, why should the
documents of State governments relating to the Statesseizure of property by escheat be
treated as confidential and protected from public disclosure?
If the Protective Order is intended to protect only the documents of private entities, it should be
so modified and resubmitted. If it is intended to protect the documents of State parties as well, a
letter brief should be submitted on behalf of the State parties explaining why such protection
from disclosure is appropriate.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

PIERRE

LEVAL, Specidl Master

Marshall United States
Courthouse
40 Foley Square, Room 1901
New York, New York 10007
(212) 857-2310

-
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

DELAWARE, Plainte;
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

ARKANSAS,

et

(Consolidated)

al., Defendants

STIPULATION AND PROTECTIVE ORDER GOVERNING
THE PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE OF CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION
The

parties

to the

above-captioned litigation (the "Litigatioe), by

through their respective undersigned attorneys, pursuant
Federal Rules of Civil

Stipulation

Procedure, hereby stipulate

and Protective Order

Confidential Information

Governing

to the

to

Rule

26(c)

and

of the

entry by the Court of this

the Production and

Exchange of

(the "Protective Ordee) as follows:

PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS
Disclosure and

discovery activity

of confidential information.

request that the Court
of

documents,

in the

Litigation

enter the

depositions,

produced,

production

Accordingly, the parties hereby stipulate to and jointly
following Protective Order governing the handling
deposition exhibits,

admissions, and other written, recorded, graphic,
information

may involve

filed with,

or

interrogatory
or

submitted to the Court

responses,

electronic matter
or

or

given or exchanged

by

and among the

Filed 12/03/18
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parties ("Discovery Material"), including Discovery
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Material

produced by nonparties to the Litigation.

parties acknowledge

The

protections

on

all disclosures

extends to the information

principles

to treatment

as

that this Protective Order does not confer blanket

or

or

responses to

items that

confidential,

discovery.

are

The

protection

entitled under the

it affords

applicable legal

and to the maximum extent

permitted by

each State's relevant public records law.

USE OF CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS IN DISCOVERY
1.

including

Except

as

required by
Material

Discovery

state

or

federal law, all

designated

Litigation and any action that may be

"Confidential

as

shall be used

("Confidential Discovery Material")

related to

or

Discovery Material,
Information"

for purposes of the

solely

consolidated with the

Litigation,

including any appeal or retrial, and must not be used for any business, commercial,
or

other purpose,
2.

or

for other

When used in this Protective

meaning under Southern
without limitation, all
and all
on

the

litigation.

District of New York Local Rule

original written, recorded, electronic,

copies, duplicates,

documents. A person

Litigation

Order, the word "documene

or

or

abstracts thereof,

entity that produces

is referred to herein

as

the

2

including,
or

has the

26.3(c), and includes,
or

graphic materials,

but not limited to, notes

discloses

Discovery Material

"Producing Party,"

and the

recipient

in
of

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

any

Discovery Material

in the
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is referred to herein
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the

as
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"Receiving

Party."
3.

Any Producing Party, including

"Confidential

(or "Confidentiar

Informatioe

Requested") any material, testimony,
in

good

faith

reasonably

Informatioe in
not

apply

to

Paragraph

a

or

third party, may
or

designate

"Confidential

other information that the

as

Treatment

Producing Party

believes satisfies the definition of "Confidential

4 of this Protective Order. This Protective Order does

information that is

public,

or

that after disclosure becomes

public

knowledge other than by an act or omission of the Receiving Party.
4.

Discovery Material

means

Order, "Confidential Information"

For purposes of this Protective
that the

Producing Party in good faith believes

non-public, confidential, proprietary, protected
commercially sensitive

information that

from disclosure

by

contains

state statute

or

requires the protections provided in this

Protective Order, and any information derived therefrom.
5.

The

designation by any Producing Party of any Discovery Material as

"Confidentiar shall constitute
been reviewed

by

and that there is

a

an

a

representation

that such

attorney for the designating party

good

faith basis for such

hereof.

3

Discovery

or a

Material has

supervised designee

designation, subject

to

Paragraph 7,

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

6.

The
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Discovery
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Discovery

Material for purposes of this Protective Order must be made in the
manner

PagelD

following

by any party (or any non-party participating in the Litigation):

(a)

In the
trial

of paper documents

case

testimony), designation

"CONFIDENTIAU

to

(apart from depositions

must be made

each

by affixing

containing

page

or

other pre-

the

legend

Confidential

any

Discovery Material.
(b)

In the
or

case

other

of electronically stored information

to such

page

the
any

or

"Confidential" is

manner

In the
the

Material must affix the

unit of material. In the event

Confidential

(c)

Discovery

legend

electronic storage medium and to the extent

legend

case

CD, DVD

"Confidential"

practical,

to each

designation through affixation

impractical, designation

that is sufficient to

notify

any

of

may be made in

Receiving Party

that the

Discovery Material has been designated "Confidential."

of depositions

portion

on

storage medium, the party producing the

electronic

Confidential

produced

of the

or

other

pre-trial testimony, designation

transcript (including exhibits)

Confidential

Discovery

such effect

on

Material must be made

the record

testimony is received,

or

during

(ii) by

4

the

of

which contains

(i) by

proceeding

written notice served

a

statement to

in which the
on

counsel of

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

record in this
the
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Litigation

rough transcript

within 20 business

of such

court

as
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days

after the

receipt

proceeding, provided

exhibits, and transcripts of depositions
treated

Page

"Confidentiar before such

or

other

that all

has

must be

Each

expired.

reporter participating in the deposition shall be provided with

copy of this Protective Order and shall adhere to its
court

of

testimony,

testimony

20-day period

reporter

must mark the

deposition transcript(s)

appropriate,

transcript,

must

with the

separately

and must

designated portions

place

legend

bind those

on

the

cover

provisions.

of such

of the

of any such

a

Each

designated

"CONFIDENTIAU

portions

#: 209

as

deposition

transcript

the

following legend:
THIS TRANSCRIPT CONTAINS INFORMATION DESIGNATED
"CONFIDENTIAIP PURSUANT TO AN ORDER OF THE COURT
UNDER WHICH THERE ARE PENALTIES FOR IMPROPER USE
OR DISCLOSURE.
The

parties

may

modify

through agreement

on

this

procedure

for any

the record at such

particular deposition
without further

deposition

order of the Court.
Inadvertent failure to

7.

shall not constitute
written notice.
materials

as

a

designate Discovery

waiver of such

a

Material

as

claim and may be corrected

"Confidential"

by supplemental

Any party receiving such notice shall thereafter mark and

"Confidentiar and such materials shall be

5

fully subject

to

treat

this

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

Protective Order

disclosed
shall in

as
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if

they

Discovery Material
good

Material

designated as

all

initially

had been
that is

faith assist the

Discovery Material from
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"Confidential"

in its efforts to retrieve such

not entitled to receive such

recipients
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A person who

designated.

subsequently designated

PagelD

Discovery

"Confidentiar under the terms of this Protective Order and

shall prevent further disclosures except

as

authorized under the terms of this

Protective Order.
8.

Discovery

Material

designated "Confidential"

summarized, described, characterized,
available in whole

(a)

or

in part only to the

or

employed by

otherwise conununicated

disclosed,
or

made

following persons:

outside counsel of record for
counsel

may be

parties

in the

any party to the

Litigation

Litigation,

and any other

and

regular

and

temporary employees and service vendors of such counsel (including
outside

copying

conduct of the

and

litigation support services) assisting

Litigation

for

use

in the

in accordance with this Protective

Order;

(b)

subject to Paragraph 9, experts, consultants,

advisors and

(including their professional staffs) assisting counsel
the

Litigation;

6

investigators

for the

parties in

Document 1-3
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(c)

the

parties

in the

Litigation and the directors, officers,

employees (including,
or

but not limited to, inside

limited partners of the

who

witnesses

or

parties,

parties

the

assisting

are

Page 34 of
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deponents,

or

any

in the

and any
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co-workers and

counsel)

and

general

subsidiary or affiliate thereof,

Litigation,

who appear

or

professional employee

as

of any person

providing professional advice to any of the corporate defendants;
(d)

witnesses

or

deponents,

and their counsel,

the extent necessary, in

(subject

(e)

to

Paragraph

preparation

10

below).

for

the

during

depositions

Those witnesses

course

in the

or

of or, to

Litigation

deponents

who

are

shown Confidential Information may not retain

the

Court, Court personnel, any appellate Court having jurisdiction of

any
or

appeal

of this

Litigation,

settlement judge

in the

or

any

referee, mediator, arbitrator,

master, and their

Litigation, pursuant

to

copies;

respective personnel

Paragraphs

14

—

master

involved

16 of this Protective

Order;

(f)

Court

reporters and videographers, and their respective staffs,

employed
(g)

in connection with the

any person indicated to be the

Confidential Information;

7

Litigation;

author, addressee,

or a

recipient

of the

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

mediators and any person

(h)

carrying

satisfy part or

be liable to

the
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Litigation,

or

to
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insurance business that may

on an

all of any judgment that may be entered in

indemnify

or

reimburse for payments made to

satisfy a judgment;
clerical and

(i)

involved in the

litigation support personnel

production,

reproduction, organizing, filing, coding, cataloging, converting,
storing, retrieving, and review of Confidential Discovery Material,
the extent

reasonably

necessary to assist the persons identified in

subparagraph 8(a) with respect to the Litigation;
any other person

(j)

the

only

Producing Party,

to

upon order of the Court

or as

otherwise

and

upon agreement of

or

required by applicable

state

or

federal law.
Confidential

9.

Discovery Material

may be

persons listed in

provided to

Paragraph 8(b) above to the extent necessary for such expert, consultant, advisor or

investigator to
provided

Discovery

provided

undertaking
bound

by

a

written

that such expert,

Confidential
further

prepare

opinion,

to prepare to

consultant, advisor,

Material

in the form attached

to assist

Exhibit A hereto,

or

said

Litigation;

and

investigator signs

agreeing

the terms and conditions of this Protective Order,

8

counsel,

using

is

investigator

consultant, advisor,

as

or

in connection with the

solely

that such expert,

or

testify,

in

writing

consenting

an

to be

to the

jurisdiction

Discovery Material for

not to disclose

agreeing

purposes other than those

or

such expert,

of any expert

or

consultant, advisor

consultant who

except upon good

cause

or

48
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enforcement of

any Confidential

use

permitted

shall be retained in the files of the counsel for the

undertakings
engaged

Supreme Court for purposes of the

of the United States

this Protective Order, and

Page 36 of
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hereunder. Such

parties

who have

investigator. The Discovery Materials

signs this Protective Order will

not be discoverable

shown and order of the Court, except for

testifying

experts.
10.

Every

person

given

advised that the information is

to

access

Confidential Information shall be

being disclosed pursuant

subject to the terms of

and

this Protective Order and may not be disclosed other than pursuant to the terms

Paragraph 8(d)

thereof. All persons listed in
Confidential Information

agreement

to

abide

Exhibit A hereto
terms of this

11.

or

by

after

they

state on the

record at

that

deposition

by signing

they

to

access

understanding

confirm their

the terms of this Protective Order

given

a

and

copy of

will abide

by

the

Protective Order.

Any person given

such information

(including

discuss such information

thereof)

only

above may be

access

to Confidential

its contents,

or

any

Information must not reveal

portion

(including its contents,

or

or

any

summary

portion

with any person who is not entitled to receive such

9

thereof)

or

or

summary

information,

as

set

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

forth in

Paragraph

8.

Document 1-3

Any

maintain that material in

disclosed

used in any

or

reasonably

manner
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receiving Confidential Discovery Material

person
a

Filed 12/03/18

must

that it is not fiirther

secure manner so

inconsistent with this Protective Order. Persons

receiving Confidential Discovery Material

must use it

only

for purposes of this

Litigation, and not for any other purpose, except as required by state or federal
12.

Nothing

in this Protective Order shall be taken

information is in fact confidential
shall be
time

obligated

to

so

as

Discovery Material

that any

case

law.

indicating that

any

entitled to confidential treatment. No party

of a "Confidentiar

shall not preclude

a

designation at the

subsequent challenge thereto.

In the event that any party contends at any stage of these

13.

relevant

or

challenge the propriety

made, and a failure to do

#: 214

proceedings

is not confidential under the Federal Rules and

law, counsel for such party shall notify counsel for the disclosing

party in writing (the "Notice). The objecting party shall identify each particular
document

for the

bearing

a

designation to

objection, provided

challenging

or

documents

otherwise)

the "Confidentiar

objects

that the party

designation may identify multiple
of consecutive numbers

which it

and shall

challenging

designation apply

10

the

the

reason(s)

"Confidential"

by Bates number (whether in

in its Notice when the

documents identified in the Notice.

specify

in the

a

range

reason or reasons

same

manner to

for
the

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA
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If the
in
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parties

unable to resolve the

are

good faith (which

Page

conferring

days

of service of the written statement of

PagelD

objection),

occur

within

seven

Producing Party

a

request appropriate relief from the Court within fourteen (14) days after the
and-confer

by filing

with the Case

a

motion

Management

or

presenting the dispute

Order No. 2.

burden of showing that the document
Rule of Civil Procedure

or

The

(7)

may

meet-

to the Court in accordance

Producing Party

shall have the

information is confidential under Federal

26(c) or other applicable law.

pending, the Discovery Material
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Receiving Party's objection

meet-and-confer must

after
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shall be treated

as

While such

an

application is

"Confidentiar pursuant to this

Protective Order.
USE OF CONFIDENTIAL DISCOVERY MATERIAL IN COURT
15.

("Filings"),

All

briefs, memoranda, motions, letters and other documents

and any other material of any nature that has been

"Confidential!' pursuant to the

provisions

otherwise discloses information from

"Confidentiar pursuant to the

of this Protective Order

Discovery Material

provisions

16.

public

that has been

of this Protective

with the Court, be filed under seal. All such materials

from confidential treatment

designated

so

(or

that

designated

Order), shall,

if filed

filed shall be released

only upon further order of the Court.

Any party to the Litigation who objects to the continued restriction

access

as

to any document filed under seal

11

pursuant

to

on

this Protective Order
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shall
the

notice of his

give written
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objection to

the

Page
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To the extent that

Producing Party seeks to continue the restriction on public access to documents

filed with the Court, that party shall file

(within twenty (20)

business

days of

receiving written notice of an objection) an application with the Court for a judicial
determination

as

good cause exists for continued restricted

to whether

access

to the

document.
In the event that any Confidential

17.
Court

proceeding

applicable
status

confer

as

Court

in the

such

Discovery

procedures

documents, information

proceedings.

The

of establishing

or

any

Material is used in any

appeal therefrom, subject

rules, said Confidential Discovery Material shall

Confidential

on

Litigation

Discovery

as are

and

provisions

Material

solely through

such

necessary to protect the

transcripts

of this

not lose its

Counsel shall

confidentiality

of any

course

of any Court

not intended to

shift the burden

used in the

Paragraph are

use.

to the

confidentiality.
OTHER

18.

Entering

into this

stipulated

Protective Order and/or

receiving Confidential Discovery Material
Protective Order does not:

12

or

otherwise

producing

complying

or

with this

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA
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operate
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as an

Page

admission by any party that any

designated as Confidential Discovery Material
secrets or any other

(b)

prejudice

operate

procedures
particular

rights of

an

the

they consider

of documents

as

PagelD

materials

particular

contain

or
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reflect trade

type of Confidential Discovery Material;

in any way the

production
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admission

by

not

to

subject

to

object

to the

discovery,

or

party that the restrictions and

any

set forth herein constitute

information deemed

parties

adequate protection

for any

any party to be Confidential

by

Discovery Material;
(c)

prejudice

in any way the

rights of

confidentiality, relevancy, privilege

or

any party to
any other

object

on

grounds

to the

object

to the

production of any document requested;
(d)

prejudice

in any way the

rights

of any party to

authenticity or admissibility into evidence of any document, testimony
or

(e)

other evidence subject to this Protective Order;

prejudice

in any way the

rights of a party

to

seek

a

determination

the Court whether any

Discovery Material is, should,

continue to be,

as

protected

or

should

Confidential under the Federal Rules

applicable case law;

13

by

or
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prejudice in

(f)

any way the
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rights of a party
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to
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petition the

further protective order relating to any Discovery Material;

(g)

prevent the parties
alter

or

waive the

to

this Protective Order from

provisions

or

PagelD

Court for
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a

or

agreeing in writing to
for herein with

protections provided

respect to any particular Discovery Material.
19.

party's

use

This Protective Order has
of his, her

or

no

effect upon, and shall not

its Confidential

Discovery

apply to,

any

Material for any purpose,

subject to the Receiving Party's right to raise arguments regarding waiver. Nothing
herein shall impose any restrictions

documents, materials

or

on

information

the

use

designated

or

disclosure

as

that is

in the

Litigation

already in the public domain.

20.

permission

The

of the

provisions

limitation any

Protective Order shall,

of this

Producing Party

binding throughout

or

Litigation, including without

appeals therefrom. Within thirty (30) days
or

decree

all persons

after

receiving

notice of

finally disposing of all litigation in which

Confidential Discovery Material is permitted to be used,

permissible appeals,

absent written

further order of the Court, continue to be

and after the conclusion of the

the entry of an order, judgment

of all

party of

a

"Confidentiar obtained

lawfully by such party independently of the discovery proceedings
or

by

having

Material shall, upon written request of the

14

including

the exhaustion

received Confidential

Producing Party,

Discovery

either return such
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material and all
the
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copies thereof (including summaries

party that produced it

certify

or

to return

or

disaster recovery purposes,

(ii)

retention

Receiving Party

The

or

(iii)
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Material and

(i) is

is not

stored

on

regular data backup procedures

for

that

is located in the email archive system

departed employees,

PagelD

to counsel for

Discovery

destroy Confidential Discovery Material
in accordance with

42 of 48

excerpts)

and

Producing Party.

backup storage media made

electronic files of

Page

all such Confidential

destroy

that fact to counsel for the

required

Filed 12/03/18

is

subject

obligations. Confidential Discovery Material

to

on

legal

or

hold

archived

or

records

backup storage

media

must

continue to be treated in accordance with the Protective Order. Counsel for

the

parties

retain

may

copies

of

correspondence, pleadings, deposition,

court

and trial

(and

papers

that such counsel and

shall not disclose such Confidential

pursuant

to Court

returned to the

order

or as

or

state

or

refer to Confidential
of such counsel

employees

Discovery Material

required by

thereto),

transcripts (and exhibits thereto),

expert reports, and attorney work product that contain

Discovery Materials, provided

exhibits

to any

person, except

federal law. All materials

parties or their counsel by the Court likewise shall be disposed of in

accordance with this

Paragraph.
documents covered

by

this Protective Order

(the 'Receive) (a) is subpoenaed in another action,

or

(b)

21.

If any person

document demand

or

receiving

is served with

a

it is

a

other request in another action to which he, she

15

or
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was

Page

produced
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as

"Confidentiar

by someone other than the Receiver, the Receiver shall give prompt

actual written

notice, by hand, facsimile transmission,

days of receipt

business

designated

of such

subpoena

or

If any

upon the party who

seeking

opposing

demand,

to those

lodged or served

jurisdiction, the

the Receiver

such

subpoena

or

or

the Confidential

pending

the party

to

issuing

subpoena

Discovery Material

by this

shall fall

Should

take action

Protective Order to enforce

Nothing

herein shall be construed

as

requiring

challenge or appeal

requiring production of Confidential Discovery Material covered by this

Protective Order,

order,

22.

on

Discovery Material.

the Receiver or anyone else covered by this Protective Order to

with any

Producing Party

demand, the Receiver shall respond by setting forth the

existence of this Protective Order.

any order

produced or

by a Court or as required by state or

Confidential

anyone else covered

who

(10)

Receiver shall decline to

the enforcement of the

designated the

access to

against
a

is

unless otherwise ordered

federal law. The burden of

the person

objection

the Court of relevant

produce the material

solely

or

email within ten

the material "Confidential" in order to enable the

object to such production.
the

subpoena

or

or

or to

The

to

subject himself or itself to any penalties for non-compliance

seek any relief from the Court.

parties

agree to be bound

the entry of this Protective

by

Order,

16

the terms of this Protective Order

or an

alternative thereto which is

Case 1:18-cv-01909-UNA

satisfactory

subject
entered

to all

to the

by

produced

Document 1-3

parties, by

same

the

sanctions and

Filed 12/03/18

Litigation,

whether

23.

The

parties

Material

by

to the

any

a

#: 221

applies

to all
or

Discovery

Material

after the entry of this

party or non-party.

Litigation

non-party

PagelD

if this Protective Order had been

produced before

Protective Order and whether produced by

Discovery

as

the Court. This Protective Order

in the

44 of 48

any violation of its terms shall be

Court, and

penalties,

Page

agree that the

to the

Litigation

production

shall be

of any

subject

to and

governed by the terms of this Protective Order.
This Protective Order may be

24.
all

parties

in

changed only by further agreement

writing or by order of the Court,

and is without

of any party to seek modification of this Protective Order

prejudice to the rights
by application

Court on notice to the other parties hereto.

IT IS SO STIPULATED.
Dated: December 11, 2017

Respectfully submitted,
Steven S. Rosenthal
Tiffany R. Moseley
J.D. Taliaferro
LOEB & LOEB LLP
901 New York Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
Ph: (202) 618-5000
Fax: (202) 618-5001
Eml: srosenthal@loeb.com

Matthew H. Haverstick
KLEINBARD LLC
One Liberty Place, 46th Floor
1650 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Ph: (215) 568-2000
Fax: (215) 568-0140
Eml: mhaverstick@kleinbard.com

Counsel for Pennsylvania

tmoseley@loeb.com
jtaliaferro@loeb.com
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of
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Marc S. Cohen
LOEB & LOEB LLP
10100 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Ph: (310) 282-2000
Fax: (310) 282-2200
Eml: mscohen@loeb.com

Misha Tseytlin
Solicitor General
STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
17 West Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
Ph: (608) 267-9323
Eml: tseytlinm@doj.state.wi.us

MATTHEW P. DENN
Attorney General of Delaware
AARON R. GOLDSTEIN
State Solicitor
Caroline Lee Cross
Delaware Department of Justice
Department of Finance
Carvel State Office Building
820 North French Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
Ph: (302) 577-8842
Eml: Caroline.Cross@state.de.us

Counsel for Wisconsin
Nicholas J. Bronni
Arkansas Deputy Solicitor General
OFFICE OF THE ARKANSAS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
323 Center Street, Suite 200
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Ph: (501) 682-6302
Eml: Nicholas.Bronni@arkansasag.gov

Counsel ofRecord for Plaintiff'
States in 220146

Counsel for Delaware

Patrick K. Sweeten
Senior Counsel for Civil Litigation
Todd Lawrence Disher
Special Counsel for Civil Litigation
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF TEXAS
P.O. Box 12548 (MC 001)
Austin, TX 78711-2548
Ph: (512) 463-4139
(512) 936-2266
Eml: Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov

Feinberg
Deputy Solicitor General
Craig D. Rust
Deputy Attorney General

Aimee

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
1300 I Street

Sacramento, CA 95814
Ph: (916) 322-0253
Eml: Craig.Rust@doj.ca.gov

Counsel for

Todd.Disher@oag.texas.gov
Counsel for Texas
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Pierre N. Leval, Special Master
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EXHIBIT A
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

DELAWARE, Paintiff
Nos. 220145 & 220146

v.

(Consolidated)

ARKANSAS, et al., Defendants
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I

hereby

provided

to

attest to my

me

pursuant

Protective Order

understanding

that Confidential Information is

to the terms and conditions of the

Governing

(the "Protective Order) executed by

Court in the

above-captioned

action. I

Stipulation

and

Exchange of Confidential

the Production and

Information

being

the

parties

hereby attest that

and entered

I have been

given

by the
a

copy

of and have read the Protective Order and that I hereby agree to be bound by it and
its terms. I agree that I shall not disclose to others, except in accordance with the
terms of the Protective

the United States

Order, such Confidential Information.

Supreme

Court has

jurisdiction

to

enforce the terms of the

Protective Order, and I consent to jurisdiction of that Court
purpose.

20

I further agree that

over

my person for that
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By:
[Name]
Address:

Phone:
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STA1E.

OF

DELAvvAPL

DEPARTMENT

OF

FINANCE

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
CARVE! SrArE StILDING
820 N. FRCNCH SFREF I
P O. Box 8749
WILMING roN. DLLAWARE 19899-8749

November 1, 2018

ATTN: MICHELLE M S ÎLLIVAN, MSIS I AN1 DIRECI-Mt

VIA Email

Re: Delaware Unclaimed

Property Examination

Dear

This letter is to

acknowledge receipt

of the letter sent to

me

by

Jameel

Turner, advocate
this exam has been delayed

for,

on October 10, 2018. As you are aware,
due to your Company's refusal to provide a complete response to
of
time
significant period
Kelmar's request for "all annual property unclaimed property reports, including zero/negative
reports filed by or on behalf of each legal entity, regardless of state or jurisdiction ..." (original

for

a

request 7/17/2014 and amended 4/28/2017).

positon

Mr. Turner's letter states

they believe "Delaware lacks proper legal
respectively declines to provide the information

is that

authority for the Prior Filings Request and
related to the Prior Filings Request at this time..." The State of Delaware will not engage in
further correspondence on this issue, as the State's position and authority has been fully
articulated

on

several occasions,

including

my

September 10,

2018 letter to you.

complete response to this request is that items with a known
disposition (i.e., transactions filed as AUP) are removed from the research population prior to
would have the option
reviewing the remaining items with an "unknown dispositioe.
to research the entire population or a statistical sample, if the population is large enough. The
State is amenable to a review of a statistical sample for purposes of determining a liability, if
is provided to the request for
any, in the years where no records exist when a complete response
continues to refuse to
full unclaimed property filing history. However,
provide the State access to these records, it would preclude the opportunity of a statistical sample
review. It is the State's position not to sample from a population where items with a known
The rationale for

receiving

a

•

Certii 7180 9850 9440 4009 5883
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disposition are included in the test population,
is no statutory requirement to sample.

as
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impact the results materially
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and there

The State of Delaware will allow 30 additional days for you to reconsider and provide the
does not comply with request, Delaware will
remaining outstanding information. If
instruct Kelmar to issue full research populations for the accounts payable and payroll review,
will

and

not

be afforded the

option of a statistical sample.

to complete this portion of the
The State of Delaware is committed to working with
must provide a complete
examination in the most expeditious fashion, but frankly,
consider the option of a statistical sample
response to this outstanding request for the State to

review/1

1rel

y iyours,

MIcherM M. Sullivan
Assistant Director
cc:

Jameel S. Turner,

Bailey Cavalieri
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

UNIVAR, INC.,

a

Delaware

corporation

Plaintiff,
Vs.

I Civil Action No.

RICHARD J. GEISENBERGER, in his capacity as
the Secretary of Finance for the State of Delaware;
BRENDA R. MAYRACK, in his capacity as the State
Escheator of the State of Delaware and MICHELLE
M. SULLIVAN, in her capacity as the Assistant
Director for the Department of Finance for the State

of Delaware,
Defendants.

VERIFICATION TO THE COMPLAINT

I, Jeffrey W. Carr,
Senior Vice

Inc.,

to

am

employed by Plaintiff, Univar, Inc.,

President, General Counsel and Secretary.

verify this Complaint.

I have read the

I

Complaint

am

a

Delaware

authorized

corporation,

by the Plaintiff, Univar,

and believe it to be true and accurate.

JeffrWW. Carr

VP, General Counsel &

Secretary

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before

me

ibillumbliasdhishdawlhomosedblamobe

4
4
0

I

KIMBERLY B HALVERSON
I
Official Seal
0
Notary Public State of Illinois
My Common Expires Sep 5, 1022 l
-

....4•Normowwwwwwwwww•uP•6

this

as a

,Wriaay of November,
_

UYIkA-12-1,4e;
Notary Public

2018.
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The JS 44 civil cover sheet and the information contained herein neither replace nor supplement the filing and service of
pleadings or other papers as required by law, except
provided by local rules of court. This form, approved by the Judicial Conference of the United States in September 1974, is required for the use of the Clerk of Court for the
purpose of initiating the civil docket sheet. (SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON NEXTPAGE OF THIS FORM.)

DEFENDANTS

(a) PLAINTIFFS

I.

UNIVAR, INC.,

a

as
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